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Abstract

Road network extraction from remotely sensed imagery enables many important and diverse applications such as vehicle tracking, drone navigation, and
intelligent transportation studies. There are, however, a number of challenges to
road detection from an image. Road pavement material, width, direction, and
topology vary across a scene. Complete or partial occlusions caused by nearby
buildings, trees, and the shadows cast by them, make maintaining road connectivity difficult. The problems posed by occlusions are exacerbated with the increasing use of oblique imagery from aerial and satellite platforms. Further, common objects such as rooftops and parking lots are made of materials similar or
identical to road pavements. This problem of common materials is a classic case
of a single land cover material existing for different land use scenarios.
This work addresses these problems in road extraction from geo-referenced
imagery by leveraging the OpenStreetMap digital road map to guide imagebased road extraction. The crowd-sourced cartography has the advantages of
worldwide coverage that is constantly updated. The derived road vectors follow
only roads and so can serve to guide image-based road extraction with minimal confusion from occlusions and changes in road material. On the other hand,
iii

the vector road map has no information on road widths and misalignments between the vector map and the geo-referenced image are small but nonsystematic.
Properly correcting misalignment between two geospatial datasets, also known
as map conflation, is an essential step.
A generic framework requiring minimal human intervention is described for
multispectral image road extraction and automatic road map conflation. The approach relies on the road feature generation of a binary mask and a corresponding
curvilinear image. A method for generating the binary road mask from the image by applying a spectral measure is presented. The spectral measure, called
anisotropy-tunable distance (ATD), differs from conventional measures and is
created to account for both changes of spectral direction and spectral magnitude
in a unified fashion. The ATD measure is particularly suitable for differentiating
urban targets such as roads and building rooftops. The curvilinear image provides estimates of the width and orientation of potential road segments. Road
vectors derived from OpenStreetMap are then conflated to image road features
by applying junction matching and intermediate point matching, followed by refinement with mean-shift clustering and morphological processing to produce a
road mask with piecewise width estimates.
The proposed approach is tested on a set of challenging, large, and diverse
image data sets and the performance accuracy is assessed. The method is effective
for road detection and width estimation of roads, even in challenging scenarios
when extensive occlusion occurs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Road network extraction from remotely sensed imagery has been actively explored for a very long time. Such keen interest among researchers is primarily
aroused by its potential important applications. Roads are a high-value object
class in an image captured by a space-borne imaging sensor. Enormous efforts
have been invested over decades on comprehending the geometric structures and
spectral footprints of roads either in a supervised or non-supervised fashion. Unfortunately, the performance of existing techniques is quite limited due to a series
of challenges, which will be elaborated in the following section. Meanwhile, there
have been few reported automatic road extraction solutions that are universally
accurate and robust on different kinds of image scenes. Manual labeling of roads
could be a more accurate way but is also notoriously time-consuming and labeling consistency can sometimes be a problem.
A related topic called map-to-imagery conflation is a relatively new research
area, but has only seen success on a limited number of images. The objective
of conflation is to fuse digital road map and geo-referenced imagery, which are
two distinctive types of geospatial data and are only linked by their geographic
coordinates, together. This work is motivated by the demand of correcting the inevitable misalignment between heterogeneous data sources and then presenting
richer geospatial information in a combined framework. Conflation appeals to
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Figure 1.1: Challenges in image-based road extraction.

researchers when online digital map data and remotely sensed imagery become
more easily accessible, e.g., Google maps, and location based service (LBS) gains
in popularity with the rise of mobile devices. Map conflation, however, is often
accomplished by human operators, which also requires a large amount of labor
and they may struggle to keep up with the frequent data update.
It is the goal of gaining a better characterization of unique road features and
also heading towards a more optimal design of an automated and robust system
for map conflation and road extraction that motivates the research presented in
this dissertation.

1.1

Background and Objective

Image-based road network extraction enables many important and diverse applications, such as geographic information system (GIS) database update [4], urban
mapping and planning [5], drone navigation [6], and intelligent transportation
[7]. There are, however, a number of challenges in road detection from an image.
Referring to Fig. 1.1, road pavement material, width, direction and even topology vary across a single image. Complex junctions add to the difficulties of the
extraction problem. Complete or partial occlusions caused by nearby buildings,
trees and the shadows cast by them make maintaining road connectivity difficult. Further, in a high-resolution image vehicles or even lane marks, are visible
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and create an unpredictable spatial and spectral texture. Another challenge is related to the fact that common objects such as rooftops and parking lots that are
made of materials similar or identical to road pavement, e.g., asphalt or concrete.
They are often spatially connected or adjacent to roads. This added complexity
weakens the separability of road pavement from background objects. Previous
work has applied advanced techniques to address the road extraction problem,
but the extracted road network always has spurious or missing road branches
and its quality depends on scene content. Consequently, these methods almost
inevitably face the limitation that the connectivity of road network is not maintained due to fragmentation of extracted road pieces. In addition, normally only
road centerlines are extracted from the image, and road width is not routinely
recovered. To effectively address this problem, incorporation of additional prior
road information becomes imperative.
Introduction of an existing digital road map is an important step towards robust road network extraction since it greatly enriches our knowledge about the
roads in a geo-referenced image. The road map is an informative data source
that can be used as the guide for road extraction because it provides examined
information about road skeleton shape and topology. More importantly, the hint
of a road presence in an image is already extremely useful when compared with
the “blind search” of purely image-based approaches that do not have awareness of such information. However, misalignment between the two datasets the vector map and the raster image - are persistent and correction is necessary.
This process of matching two sources of geographic data is referred to as spatial
data conflation. Used in the community of GIS, conflation is defined as a process to combine cartographic data together with another geospatial data source
to yield a superior maps with better quality and enhanced interpretability. The
other data source could be another map, an image, or other relevant data. Spatial
inconsistency or misalignment always exists for multi-source data when they are
matched and fused, and the purpose of conflation is to co-register these different
data sources. Only one type of map conflation, named vector-to-imagery conflation, is discussed in this research. Note an image will be used as the reference, to
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which vector road data will be conflated. Following conflation, the map features,
are used to guide extraction of road pixels and to generate a binary mask labeled
with road pixels.
In this research, we present a novel system that is capable of extracting road
pixels in a multispectral image and simultaneously conflating a vector road map
to the geo-referenced imagery. It uses a digital road map from OpenStreetMap to
perform map conflation to a geo-referenced image and guide image-based road
extraction based on unique road features.
The general objective of this dissertation is to establish a generic road extraction algorithm pipeline that fits in various types of image scenes and the itemized
objectives are listed as follows:
• Exploit representative road features that can be applied to unambiguously
determine the presence and characteristic of the road network.
• Develop a vector road map to raster image conflation algorithm based on
the extracted road features.
• Implement an image-based road network extraction system following automated map conflation.

1.2

Related Work

Image-based road extraction has been extensively explored in remote sensing
community for over four decades. [8] With the advent of high spatial resolution multispectral sensors and ubiquitous geospatial applications, road network
detection continues to be an active research topic. A summary of previous work
on image road extraction is organized according to the use of prior data. Since
there are hundreds of research papers on image road extraction, only an overview
of recent related work is presented.
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Figure 1.2: Issues with road extraction with no prior data. [1] Circles indicate miss or false
detections.

1.2.1

Road extraction with no prior data

Road extraction with no prior data has been explored ever since the emergence of
this research topic. [9] gave an overview and categorization of the related work
up until 2007. We will give a brief literature review of those works after that. In
[10], Hu et al. used hierarchical grouping strategy to automatically extract main
road centerlines. Hu et al. [9] employed spoke wheel operator and toe-finding
algorithms to track road footprints, followed by refinement by road tree pruning.
A multistage framework for automatically extracting roads from high-resolution
images based on salient features was introduced in [11]. Lin et al. [12] presented
a semi-automatic approach to extract roads by finding lane markings and using
interlaced template matching. A novel system involving three modules - probabilistic road center detection, road shape extraction, and graph-theory-based road
network formation - is proposed in [13]. In [14], a CRF model was developed for
road labeling, in which the prior is represented by higher-order cliques. Based
on the assumption of color uniformity of the roads, Chai et al. [1] proposed a
stochastic model for extracting line-networks from images by applying junctionpoint processes. However, plenty of miss and false detections are visible in their
results as shown in Fig. 1.2. Sun and Messinger [15] proposed a knowledgebased automated road network extraction system based on extracted curvilinear
5
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structures. Shi et al. [16] presented an integrated framework for road centerline extraction, which includes methods like mathematical morphology, locally
weighted regression, and tensor voting.
The common problem of all the approaches is that topographical completeness, i.e., road connectivity, cannot be guaranteed. Due to the inevitable occlusions of buildings, tree canopies, and vehicles on the roads, extracted but broken
roads always exist and that hinders their practical applications. Moreover, these
methods often fail to extend to large-scale and complex image scenes, where road
features change, illustrating the challenge of image-based road extraction without any prior information about the roads. The difficulty of directly extracting a
road network from an image prompts researchers to seek solutions beyond the
image itself.

1.2.2

Road extraction using prior data

To address the aforementioned problems, additional data sources are fused into a
hierarchical framework and serve as the guidance for road extraction. For example, LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) or DSM (digital surface model) data
are often used as a reliable spatial prior to assist road extraction, which leads to
a desired separation of ground and above-ground objects [17, 18, 19, 20]. However, such data are not readily available and often require registration and region
extraction before they can be used to match with road features in the image.
Another auxiliary data set more pertinent to road extraction is the geo-referenced
digital road map, which is typically in vector graph format with vertices (or node
points) and corresponding edges linking them. There are occasionally attributes
associated with each vertex or edge describing road type, name, width, speed
limit, etc., though these metadata are not always available. Further, imperfections
occur when the road map is geo-registered to the image: spatial misalignment is
common due to a variety of errors. The misalignment cannot be easily rectified
via linear transforms, e.g., translation and rotation, due to non-systematic displacement. Map conflation is needed to correct errors and improve data quality.
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Therefore, vector-to-imagery conflation or vice versa is being actively explored
and is one of the challenging problems in GIS. Although the purpose of road
map conflation is not originally designed for road extraction, in fact conflated
road vectors correspond to road centerlines in the image and can be useful to
extract road pixels.
Only those works most relevant to ours will be presented as follows. Readers
can refer to [21] for a thorough review of the historical research on map conflation over the past few decades. Zhang [17] proposed an automatic system for
updating outdated roads by combining multiple features and cues derived from
various data sources, including a road database. Baltsavias [22] gave an overview
of image-based building and road extraction systems using existing geodata. In
[23], Chen et al. described automatic multi-source vector to imagery conflation
approach by performing localized image processing on the orthoimagery. [24]
proposed an automatic large-scale approach to align a raster image to Google
maps by computing local translation within each image tile, followed by global
thin-plate-spline warping based on tile control point pairs and confidence values.
But the inconsistent misalignment within each tile cannot be corrected. Peng et
al. [25] incorporated a GIS map of the road network as prior energy into a phase
field higher order active contour model. Song et al. [21] used a spatial lengthwidth contextual measure to define a binary road mask, which was later used in
intersection and termination extraction. Matched point pairs were used as control points to perform rubber-sheeting transform, followed by a modified snake
algorithm, which, however, relies on the creation of a skeleton-style binary road
mask [26], to move intermediate vector road points towards the binary image
road mask. In [27], Mnih and Hinton presented an approach for automatically
detecting roads in aerial imagery using neural networks, whose training data
is derived from a rasterized vector road map already aligned with that image.
Zhang et al. [28] proposed a method for conflation of road network data and a
geo-referenced image by using a sparse matching algorithm to find the correspondence of extracted road features. Lu et al. [29] introduced an automatic method
for the estimation of presumed affine transformation parameters between vector
7
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(a) Chen et al. 2006 [23]

(b) Wu et al. 2007 [24]

(c) Song et al. 2009 [21]

Figure 1.3: Related work in map conflation.

road maps and images. Vector maps are used as guidance for feature extraction. Yuan and Cheriyadat [30] presented a method that accurately segments
road regions with a weak supervision provided by OpenStreetMap data and using factorization-based segmentation algorithm.
Three representative conflation methods [21, 23, 24] are selected to provide
an intuitive perception of their performances. It can be easily seen in Fig. 1.3
that various errors still exist in their final results. One of the limitations associated with the above methods is that they usually extract road centerlines without
any width estimate that should be an integral part of the extracted road information. Though road widths can be obtained directly from the map data [23, 24], its
availability cannot be ensured. In addition, a rubber-sheeting transform or thinplate-spline transform [21, 23, 24, 28] is normally used to conflate road segments
based on paired control point. However, if no further processing step is involved,
the residual misalignment error will not be eliminated. Furthermore, most of the
existing approaches do not perform well for severe occlusions and extremely cluttered scene background. Finally, in prior work road features extracted from the
image, e.g., edge and parallel boundary, are not sufficiently robust to be salient in
all scenarios for road extraction.
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Figure 1.4: System workflow layout for map conflation and image-based road extraction. The
upper portion of this diagram describes data input and the stage for feature generation; the lower
portion describes the stage for road extraction and map conflation and system output.

1.3

Thesis Organization

Fig. 1.4 gives an overview of the whole system workflow to accomplish the objectives of this dissertation. A multispectral image is used to generate a corresponding binary road mask using one of the feature extraction techniques. From the
binary road mask, a maximum projected curvilinear response image is created.
Road vectors are concurrently generated from a digital road map. Based on the
templates derived from the vector road network, junction matching is applied
9
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to both the binary road mask and the curvilinear response image. The junction
corrected road network is then combined together with the curvilinear response
image to perform intermediate point matching. The conflated road network is
finally converted to a road pixel mask.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents
a novel spectral similarity measure that is later used for road feature extraction;
Chapter 3 introduces several techniques that are applied in generating unique
and useful road features; Chapter 4 details our proposed approach for map-toimagery conflation and image-based road extraction. Experimental results of applying our algorithm and quantitative evaluation are also provided; finally, the
dissertation concludes in Chapter 5 with a summary and suggestions for future
work.
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Chapter 2
A Novel Spectral Similarity Measure
for Urban Environments
The very first step of road extraction system is to create a good binary road mask,
which has been highlighted in Fig. 2.1. Hence the quality of the mask is of significant importance to following processing steps, as well as the final outcome.
There are plethora of ways to generate a binary road mask, but the most universal and robust way is the manual collection of a few representative road pixel
samples from the image. Even for this basic method, many options are existent
as to select an appropriate spectral similarity measure for comparison between
reference pixel spectra and target image pixel spectra. To account for the unique
characteristics of urban image objects, e.g., roads and building rooftops, a novel
spectral similarity measure is proposed in this chapter to serve as an alternative
measure that is best suitable for urban environments.

2.1

Introduction

In context of remote sensing, imaging spectroscopy reveals the unique property
of the imaged target, which can be exploited to identify all objects with similar spectral characteristics. Spectral imaging from remote platforms can provide
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Figure 2.1: System workflow for map conflation and image road extraction.
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periodic, large-scale, sustainable, and efficient surveillance of the earth surface
and is crucial to target detection and land mapping efforts. The mapping process is often based upon the quantitative evaluation of the spectral similarity or
dissimilarity of a target and a reference object in terms of a single pre-defined
criterion, e.g., spectral angle mapper (SAM) [31], spectral information divergence
(SID) [32, 33], spectral correlation mapper (SCM) [34, 35], squared Euclidean distance (ED), and squared Mahalanobis distance (MD) [36]. The reference spectral
data can either be collected from field measurements, obtained from a spectral
library, or extracted directly from the image. These measures are important tools
in remote sensing imagery analysis and generic algorithm development. There
are several prior publications describing applications and comparisons of spectral similarity measures [37, 38]. These works have demonstrated that spectral
similarity measure can be very useful, but is often scene dependent.
Recent advances in sensing technology have led to improved spatial and spectral capabilities for remote sensing systems and enabled new detailed applications in urban areas. Small objects, e.g., architectural details, vehicles, signage,
and even pedestrians are observable in urban settings. Yet the advanced resolving capability gives rise to the problem that excessive details, i.e., many unique
man-made materials and local spectral variation caused by the topographical illumination effect [31, 39] (shadows and shading due to varied surface normals), are
apparent in a complex scene. The non-uniform illumination issue can be solved
using brightness normalization, but this only works on reflectance data. For example, to most effectively apply SAM, SID, and possibly SCM, the data should
be reduced to “apparent reflectance”, with all dark current and path radiance biases removed. [31] However, surface reflectance is not easily obtainable for highresolution commercial satellite sensors. The data may only be available as digital
number (DN) or uncalibrated spectral radiance data. The conversion of DN to
reflectance requires ground truth data collected at the moment when the sensor
platform flies overhead, or alternatively, some algorithms, e.g., Fast Line-of-sight
Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes (FLAASH) [40], QUick Atmospheric Correction (QUAC) [41], and Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing
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System (LEDAPS) [42] can compensate for atmospheric effects without in situ
data, but the fidelity cannot be guaranteed and the added complexity hinders
their application.
Another issue in the analysis of high-resolution urban scenes is that many
man-made materials have very similar spectral signatures. For example, gray
asphalt roads and parking lots are often confused with bright roofing materials
by spectral similarity measures that operate only on spectral direction, whereas
magnitude (brightness) can be used to separate the materials. A measure such as
MD is more appropriate in this case but the effort to find sufficient representative
training data for each material in complex scenes becomes overwhelming.
One way to overcome the inherent limitations of single similarity measures is
to combine them into hybrid measures. Efforts have been devoted to seek more
accurate and robust spectral similarity measures by taking advantages of multiple measures. In [43], a comprehensive similarity index - spectral similarity value
(SSV) - was generated by nonlinear combination of spectral magnitude, ED, and
profile similarity, SCM. In [44], Du et al. proposed to combine variants of SAM
(tangent or sine of SAM) and SID together by multiplication to form a new measure which yields a significant improvement over either SAM or SID. The product of SAM and SID considerably enhance the spectral discriminability, because
it makes two similar spectra even similar and two dissimilar spectra more distinct. [45] also proposed to use a hybrid measure combined by SAM and cosine
of the angle of SCM (SCA) for discrimination among Vigna species. [46] presented
a new approach to change vector analysis based on both spectral direction and
spectral magnitude. SAM and SCM are combined to compute spectral direction
of change, while ED and MD are used to compute the magnitude component of
spectral similarity. [15] developed a new measure by imposing boolean operations on SAM and ED to exploit spectral information for road network detection.
[47] proposed a learnable hyperspectral measure by using multiple spectral measures, including SAM, SID, SCM, SSV, ED, and MD, as similarity patterns to train
a classifier, which acts as an adaptive similarity threshold instead of a static one.
However, hybrid measures may inherit the weakness of each combined measure,
14
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determining how to combine measurements with different physical meanings
(e.g., degree vs. distance) is a challenge, and training of optimal relative weight
for each measure component may be burdensome. Further readings can be found
in the literature [39, 48, 49].
Without reverting to a hybrid measure, one promising way to include both
spectral direction and magnitude is to use the squared Mahalanobis distance,
however, as previously mentioned, the training requirements to build the necessary covariance matrix are excessive for applications in complex environments.
In this chapter we describe a novel spectral similarity measure that is built similar
to MD but rather than collecting training data used to develop the covariance matrix, a user finds a few representative target pixels and then tunes an adjustable
shape parameter for the target hyper-ellipsoid in spectral space. We also describe
a simple user directed dark object subtraction method for calibration to apparent
radiance to be applied to the data prior to the application of a spectral similarity
measure. We then test our novel measure against a set of other single spectral
similarity measures using receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves to assess
their performances. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: in
Section 2.2, the overview of the common spectral similarity measures is given,
followed by presenting a new radiometric calibration method and a new spectral
similarity measure in Section 2.3; in Section 2.4 experimental results are provided
for comparison; and finally the chapter concludes in Section 2.5.

2.2

Review of Single Spectral Similarity Measures

In this section we review the mathematical definitions and geometrical descriptions of the common single similarity measures presented in the previous section.
This overview provides the context and mathematical basis that leads to the development of our new similarity measure. The pixel spectrum is mathematically
represented as a vector in N-dimensional spectral space, where N is the number
of spectral bands.
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Figure 2.2: Graphical isovalue surfaces of five spectral similarity measures. The black dots indicate the positions of arbitrarily chosen reference pixel points. The solid lines or the surfaces
encompassed by solid lines represent the sets of points most similar to the reference in terms of
similarity measures, while the outer surfaces encompassed by the dotted lines denote the sets of
isovalue regions. Here “most similar” means having extreme spectral similarity scores. (a) SAM.
(b) SCM. (c) SID. (d) ED. (e) MD with three different isosurfaces, which is equivalent to the
proposed measure.

2.2.1

Single Spectral Similarity Measures

Since it is impossible to visualize data with more than three dimensions, the isosurfaces of the similarity measures are depicted in a 3-D spectral space in Fig.
2.2. Note that the isovalue contours are not completely depicted in Figs.2.2b and
2.2c due to the undetermined locus of SCM and SID. Note that the surfaces of
the isovalue contours must be bounded in the first quadrant due to the positivity of realistic physical quantities. x and y are defined as two vectors of random
variables such that x = ( x1 , x2 , · · · , x N )T , y = (y1 , y2 , · · · , y N )T , with the same
dimensionality of N, where T denotes the operation of transposition.

2.2.1.1

Spectral Angle Mapper

SAM is an extensively used metric to evaluate the spectral similarity of a pair of
two pixel spectra and is defined as
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SAM (x, y) = cos

−1
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.

(2.1)

The score given by SAM is normally measured in radians. The loca of pixel
points with zero SAM value are depicted in Fig. 2.2a as a solid line running
from the origin. The reference point also lies exactly on this straight line. An isovalue surface is overlaid as the dotted lines/contours and forms an upside-down
cone with the origin as the vertex, but expanding to infinity. These characteristics
show that SAM measures only the angular difference of spectral direction rather
than the magnitude or brightness, because it is invariant to the scaling of spectral
magnitude.

2.2.1.2

Spectral Correlation Mapper

SCM is defined as Pearson’s correlation coefficient based on population statistics:

SCM (x, y) = q

∑iN=1 ( xi − x̄ ) (yi − ȳ)
∑iN=1 ( xi

− x̄ )2 ∑iN=1 (yi − ȳ)2

,

(2.2)

where x̄ and ȳ are mean values of the components of two comparative vectors.
SCM takes into account brightness differences and shape differences between
spectra [37]. The correlation can either be positive or negative, but its maximum
cannot exceed 1, which means fully (linearly) correlated. SCM is only sensitive
to a linear relationship between two random variables. Pixel points with SCM
values of 1 lie on a subset of a plane determined by the reference point and a
space line B1 = B2 = B3 as highlighted by a series of parallel segments in Fig.
2.2b. SCM is invariant both to the spectral direction and translation of spectral
magnitude.
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2.2.1.3

Spectral Information Divergence

SID is defined as symmetrized discrete-form Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence
by adding together two conjugate K-L terms:

N

SID (x, y) =

∑ P (xi ) log

i =1

N
P ( yi )
P ( xi )
+ ∑ P (yi ) log
,
P ( y i ) i =1
P ( xi )

(2.3)

where the probability mass functions are defined as the normalized pixel spectra
such that
P ( xi ) =

xi
∑N
j =1 x j

, P ( yi ) =

yi
∑N
j =1 y j

, i = 1, 2, · · · , N.

(2.4)

If two random variables x and y have distinct probability distributions, SID
will tend to be large. SID is applied to measure the spectral similarity between
two pixel spectra x and y in a stochastic manner and is essentially the divergence
based on the discrete probability of each band per pixel. Owning to the normalization, the pixel points with the zero SID value form a ray starting from the
origin and passing through the reference point (see Fig. 2.2c), which is analogous
to SAM. Given the difficulty of depicting an isosurface of SID, only one easily
derived isovalue curve (dotted line in Fig. 2.2c) is drawn instead for illustration.
SID is also invariant with the scaling of spectral magnitude.
2.2.1.4

Squared Euclidean Distance

ED is computed as the L2-norm difference of magnitudes of two spectra:

ED (x, y) = (x − y)T (x − y) .

(2.5)

ED is an isotropic metric and does not favor any specific spectral direction. As
shown in Fig. 2.2d, its isosurface is spherical with the centroid as the reference
18
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point and the radius as the square root of its score.
2.2.1.5

Squared Mahalanobis Distance

MD is a class separability measure under the equal covariance and multivariate
Gaussian assumption and is defined as

MD (x, y) = (x − y)T Σ−1 (x − y) ,

(2.6)

where the covariance matrix Σ is typically learned from labeled data [50, 51, 52].
There is only a single point, which is the reference, with the similarity score of
zero as illustrated in Fig. 2.2e. The isosurface of MD is an elongated (or equivalently squashed) ellipsoid along the direction of the reference vector. The length
of principal axis is larger than that of any other minor axis with equal length.

2.2.2

Remarks

SAM and SID should only be used for evaluation of spectral similarity in terms
of reflectance and they are insensitive to the lengths of spectral vectors. To the
contrary, ED makes no distinction on spectral direction and merely records the
relative L2 distance depending only on the spectral magnitude. MD, however,
considers both spectral direction and spectral magnitude and emphasize according to covariance information. But MD is a class separability measure and cannot
be used on spectral comparison of two single vectors. Although the statistical assumption of SCM is sound, the interpretation of its physical basis is not easy. It is
difficult to explain why the pixel points most spectrally similar (fully correlated)
to the reference point are located on an asymmetric subspace with respect to the
reference vector (2-D plane in 3-D space). Further, its invariance with translation
of magnitude is not physically reasonable. SID has a similar problem that its isosurface shows no symmetry, while SAM, ED, and MD are at least symmetric with
respect to the line passing through both origin and reference point.
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ED, SID, and MD are actually instances of Bregman divergence [53] with different convex functions. Bregman divergence is similar to a metric, but does
not necessarily satisfy the triangle inequality nor symmetry. F : ∆ → R is a
continuously-differentiable real-valued and strictly convex function defined on a
closed convex set ∆. Bregman divergence associated with F for points x, y ∈ ∆ is
B F ( x k y ) = F ( x ) − F ( y ) − ( x − y )T ∇ F ( y ) ,

(2.7)

where ∇ is the gradient operator. Eq. 2.7 can be thought of as the divergence
between the value of F at point x and the value of the first order Taylor expansion
of F around point y evaluated at point x. Bregman divergence is a generalized
measure that can be readily extended to some familiar forms.
ED can be easily generated by substituting the convex function F (x) = xT x
into Eq. 2.7.
If we have the convex function with discrete form
N

F (x) =

∑ p (xi ) log p (xi ) ,

(2.8)

i =1

where p (x) is the probability mass function that suffices the probabilistic constraints p ( xi ) > 0, Σi p ( xi ) = 1, i = 1, 2, · · · , N. By substituting F (x) into Eq. 2.7,
the corresponding Bregman divergence is
N

BF ( x k y ) =

p (x )

∑ p (xi ) log p (yii ) .

(2.9)

i =1

It actually reduces to discrete-form K-L divergence, which is also known as the
relative entropy of y with respect to x. K-L divergence basically measures how
much information x has given the known probability distribution of y. Intuitively
speaking, if two random variables x and y have distinct probability distributions,
K-L divergence will tend to be large. Here the probability mass functions are
defined as the normalized pixel spectra such that
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p ( xi ) =

xi
N
∑ j =1

xj

, p ( yi ) =

yi
,
N
∑ j =1 y j

i = 1, 2, · · · , N.

(2.10)

Probabilistic constraints are guaranteed, although they are not real probability
measures. SID is constructed by adding together two conjugate K-L terms:
SID (x, y) = BF (xky) + BF (ykx) .

(2.11)

In another case, if the convex function F (x) is given as a general quadratic
form F (x) = xT Qx, the corresponding Bregman divergence is then given as
BF,Q (xky) = (x − y)T Q (x − y) ,

(2.12)

which is a generalization of the preceding squared Euclidean distance. If Q can
be expressed as an inverse covariance matrix, i.e., Σ−1 , the Bregman divergence
amounts to MD that is defined as
MD (x, y) = BF,Σ−1 (xky) = (x − y)T Σ−1 (x − y) .

(2.13)

Surprisingly, MD is essentially a special case of K-L divergence under Gaussian
assumption. Suppose that the probability density function p (x) is Gaussian N
(µx , Σx ), and p (y) is another Gaussian N (µy , Σy ). The computation of K-L divergence is simplified as [54]



 1
 T  −1

1
−1
−1
−1
µx − µy
Σx + Σy
µx − µy .
dx,y = trace Σx Σy + Σy Σx − 2I +
2
2
(2.14)
If the covariance matrices of the two Gaussian distributions are identical, i.e.,
Σx = Σy = Σ, then Eq. 2.14 is further simplified to
dx,y = µx − µy

T

 .

Σ−1 µx − µy = MD µx , µy ,

(2.15)

which is the squared Mahalanobis distance between the corresponding mean vec21
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tors. If only the single pixel vector case is considered, i.e., µx = x and µy = y, the
divergence becomes the general squared Mahalanobis distance as shown in Eq.
2.13.
In summary, MD is simply the ED between two points transformed by a matrix dependent on Σ and MD is also a special case of SID under continuous Gaussian assumption of identical covariances and means as single pixel vectors. [54]
Given that SID only sets probability measures as “normalized” spectral vectors,
it seems that MD gives a richer representation of the underlying statistical distribution of the reference datum point.
Mathematical limitations of single spectral similarity measures lead to practical constraints: ED cannot handle spatially varying illumination issue; SAM,
SID, and possibly SCM, can fix this but also require reflectance data. They also
are weak in identifying objects with similar spectral profiles; MD cannot be used
without a large training set. These limitations restrain the application of existing
similarity measures to high-resolution urban scenes.

2.3

Proposed Scheme

Since reflectance data from high-resolution commercial satellite sensors are not
routinely available, in Section 2.3.1, we present a simple radiometric calibration
approach that can effectively preserve data collinearity to enable correction for
the illumination effect. Then in Section 2.3.2, we describe a novel spectral similarity measure with feature similar to MD where both spectral direction and spectral
magnitude are captured in a single measure.

2.3.1

Radiometric Conversion Method

In reflectance space, image data of the same type of material should distribute
along a ray passing through the origin, and thus is the ideal situation for the application of similarity measures that leverage spectral direction. High-resolution
22
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image data, however, are normally recorded as DN or radiance and include an atmospheric component. Further, high-fidelity radiometric calibration is not readily available for these images. To tackle the problem, a radiometric conversion approach, analogous to the well-known empirical line method (ELM), is proposed
to perform atmospheric compensation and facilitate spectral analysis.
If a target lies on a slanted plane or its sky dome is obstructed by adjacent
objects, the downwelled radiance onto the target will be reduced. Referring to
Fig. 2.3, the fraction of the sky hemisphere above the target, also known as shape
factor, is defined in accordance with geometry as
1
(2.16)
F = 1 − sinσF ,
2
where σF is the target slope angle. Scene geometry relation is established with
regard to σF :
σ0 (F ) = σs0 − σF ,
(2.17)
where σs0 is the solar zenith angle and σ0 is the angle from the normal of the target
to the sun.
The effective radiance at the sensor aperture, also known as top-of-atmosphere
(ToA) radiance, is effectively approximated as [2]


 r (λ)
τ2 (λ) + Lu (λ) ,
L ToA (λ) = Es0 (λ) cosσ0 (F ) τ1 (λ) + F Ed (λ)
π

(2.18)

where Es0 (λ) is the exoatmospheric spectral irradiance onto a surface perpendicular to the incident beam, τ1 (λ) is the atmospheric transmission along the
sun-target path, Ed (λ) is the total downwelled spectral irradiance, r (λ) is the
bidirectional reflectance factor, τ2 (λ) is the atmospheric transmission along the
target-sensor path, Lu (λ) is the radiance from the sun scattered upward into the
sensor’s line of site along the sensor-target path. Since the physical parameters
are all dependent on the wavelength, the explicit dependency of λ will be removed for brevity.
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Figure 2.3: Shape factor F of the exposed sky. The slope of roof reduces the amount of sky seen
by the point p. (image adapted from [2])
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ELM [55, 56] is a linear regression of observed radiance values against known
reflectance values (ground truth) according to


L ToA = Es0 cosσ0 (F ) τ1 + F Ed τ2 π −1 · r + Lu ,

(2.19)

where the leading factor before r is the slope of the regression and Lu is the intercept. The image data can then be calibrated to surface reflectance based on
this linear relationship. ELM assumes that ToA radiance is proportional to the
varied reflectance. For our application, constant reflectance of a single object is
desired, but the true reflectance value may remain unknown. We would like to
relate radiance data to the shape factor F , rather than the reflectance r, so as to
achieve consistent spectral similarity measurements with various scene geometries, which result in non-uniform illumination. τ1 , τ2 , and Lu are assumed to be
constant over the scene as long as the sensor does not have a very wide field of
view and a very large area of coverage. In addition, we assume that the samples
are approximately Lambertian so that the errors introduced by sensor viewing
angle effects could be minimized. If this is not the case, solving for the reflectance
value r requires estimating the shape of the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF). [57, 58]
If the relative amount of skylight to the total direct solar irradiance incident
on the target is known, i.e., Ed = αEs0 τ1 , where α is a scaling factor for each band.
Eq. 2.19 can be subsequently reduced:

L ToA (F ) =




cosσ0 (F ) + F α Es0 τ1 τ2 π −1 · r + Lu

≡ A · β (F ) + B,

(2.20)

where β (F ) = cosσ0 (F ) + F α, A = Es0 τ1 τ2 π −1 r, and B = Lu . Derived from Eq.
2.20, the ground-leaving radiance of the target is then expressed as the difference
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between the ToA radiance and the upwelled radiance,
L gd ≡ L ToA (F ) − B = A · β (F ) .

(2.21)

Suppose that two targets, T1 and T2 , consisting of the same material lie on a
surface with varied surface normals, which leads to different shape factors F1
and F2 , respectively. From Eq. 2.21, The ratio of ground radiance of two samples
is then given:
L gd,T1
L ToA (F1 ) − B
β ( F1 )
cosσ0 (F1 ) + F1 α
=
=
=
.
L gd,T2
L ToA (F2 ) − B
β ( F2 )
cosσ0 (F2 ) + F2 α

(2.22)

Note that α in Eq. 2.22 is implicitly dependent on λ. If we relax the constraint
on band-dependency and the scaling factor no longer depends on wavelength λ,
i.e.,
α (λ) = α,
(2.23)
Eq. 2.22 will yield a constant value. The ratio is constant across all spectral
bands for any two arbitrarily given target pixels representing exactly the same
material. Now ground-leaving radiance has properties similar to reflectance, and
spectral similarity measures can be applied to image data with upwelled radiance
removed, because the data collinearity is preserved.
There are several techniques for estimating the upwelled radiance. Since we
assume that there are no ground truth data available, we implemented - dark object subtraction (DOS) - to correct for the atmospheric effect. DOS assumes the
existence of a dark object with zero or small surface reflectance in the scene and
a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. [59] The minimum ToA radiance value
in the histogram from the entire scene is thus attributed to the atmospheric effect and is subtracted from all the pixels [60]. We simply seek to find one of the
darkest pixels in the scene which is defined as the one without direct solar illumination and also receiving negligible sky light illumination. As a result, deeply
shadowed pixels surrounded by high-rise buildings and/or tall tress are potentially feasible candidates for an urban dark object and can be easily identified
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by the user. Hence, ToA radiance of the dark pixel is contributed solely by the
upwelled radiance and Eq. 2.18 reduces to a much simpler form:
L ToA,dark = Lu = B.

(2.24)

The cumulatively upwelled radiance is assumed to be uniform across the
whole image scene. It can be seen that ToA radiance data of two targets T1 and T2
are not collinear with a line passing through the origin due to the offset caused
by the upwelled radiance. Only after Lu is subtracted from the ToA radiance can
the data collinearity be found. This type of data could also be possibly used to
match with a spectral library that is mainly documented as calibrated data.

2.3.2

Proposed Spectral Similarity Measure

We previously discussed how MD has the advantage of capturing more spectral features, but the disadvantage of requiring the collection of a large training
data set to construct a nonsingular covariance matrix. It is challenging to find
adequate representative spectral training pixels in a complex urban scene, where
there are too many variants within a single class. To exploit spectral features as
much as possible and lessen the dependence on training, a new spectral similarity
measure is introduced based upon MD but with a user adjustable isovalue hypersurface. It incorporates spectral direction and spectral magnitude naturally, because it does not require any kind of combination. In addition, the proposed approach offers more freedom in designing a distance isosurface in spectral space,
which facilitates the manipulation of the comparative tendency towards either
spectral direction or spectral magnitude.
Referring to Eq. 2.6, covariance matrix Σ is always symmetric and thus can
be diagonalized as Σ = ΦΛΦT , where N × N orthonormal matrix Φ has as its
columns the corresponding eigenvectors of Σ, and Λ is a N × N diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are variances of the corresponding bands. Its first
element is intentionally made w2 times of the rest such that
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Λ=



w2 0 · · ·
0 1 ···
.. .. . .
.
. .
0 0 ···

0
0
..
.




,



(2.25)

1

where w > 1 and w ∈ R, thus it is assured that the first element w2 , corresponding to the reference vector x in Eg. 2.6, is reasonably larger than the other elements. It is implicitly assumed no preference for spectral direction other than the
direction of the reference vector. By altering w, we can achieve different shapes
and orientations of the isovalue hyper-curves in spectral space. The preference
for the extent of spectral “purity” is literally controlled by the selection of w.
Larger w means spectral direction dominates more over magnitude, which visually makes the hyper-ellipsoid “flatter” and the measure more sensitive to the
change of spectral direction, and vice versa. The customized covariance matrix
Σ can then be easily constructed because only the subspace spanned by the axial
vectors normal to the reference matters, see


Σ = I + w2 − 1 xxT / kxk2 ,

(2.26)

where I is a N × N identity matrix. The construction only depends on the reference vector x and variable multiple w. Given Λ is of full rank, Σ is always
invertible.
According to Eq. 2.26, the proposed measure is named anisotropy-tunable distance (ATD), because it uses a user-defined covariance matrix Σ, rather than one
generated from training data in a traditional way. Since only linear operations are
involved, the generation of a covariance matrix is not computationally expensive.
The hyper-ellipsoidal isosurface of ATD is elongated along the principal axis, i.e.,
the direction of x, which indicates its sensitivity to the change of spectral direction. The shape of the isosurface can be tuned by adjusting the first eigenvalue of
Σ, upon which the extent of sensitivity to varying spectral angles is strengthened
or weakened. This configuration results in a series of hyper-ellipsoidal isosur28
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faces with respect to varied w (see Fig. 2.2e).
It is also straightforward to see that ATD is equivalent to ED when w = 1.
Unlike the existing measures, choosing x or y as the reference will result in different measure scores for ATD. In other words, ATD is not a metric because it is
not symmetric. But this is not a concern, since for most applications we compare
pixel vectors with only one reference vector, which can be derived from the image manually or automatically. For example, one application of spectral similarity measures is active contour based image segmentation, [61] which uses mean
intensity within a region as the spectral reference to be compared with pixel intensities within this region. The extraction of reference is image-based and fully
automatic. In the following, we will use ATD(ω) to denote the similarity score of
ATD when parameter is ω.

2.3.3

Summary

The proposed scheme involves a novel distance measure for evaluating spectral
similarity in high-resolution urban scenes and an integrated radiometric calibration approach. The new measure is generated under the Gaussian assumption
of data distribution and uses a single reference vector as the mean. The shape of
isosurface is adjusted by changing the first eigenvalue of the covariance matrix.
By doing this we can tune its inclination towards spectral direction or magnitude
and make it adaptive to complex urban scenes. In addition, the radiance calibration is greatly simplified because no reflectance data are needed. Though no
reflectance data are used, the collinearity of radiance data has been effectively
preserved, which benefits any similarity measure which leverages spectral direction.
This approach may fail if the upwelled radiance data are spatially varying, the
scene objects are far from Lambertian, or the scaling factor α changes dramatically
from band to band. If the Gaussian assumption of data distribution about the
reference no longer holds (though this is rare in real world), ATD is inappropriate
for similarity assessment and other existing measures should be adopted instead.
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2.4

Results & Discussion

Images used in the experiments are from two commercial high-resolution multispectral satellite sensors, GeoEye-1 (4 bands) and WorldView-2 (8 bands). They
are pan-sharpened to 0.5-meter resolution, covering the spectral range from visible to near IR bands. In this section, we show the results of different spectral
similarity measures applied on the imagery from both sensors. Based on the linear relationship, original DN data has been converted to ToA radiance for both
sensors according to [62].

2.4.1

Data Collinearity Verification

The proposed scheme is first applied to a pan-sharpened WorldView-2 image. In
order to test the effectiveness of DOS in preserving data collinearity in spectral
space, an image portion (484×484) containing a typical hip roof with four sloped
orientations is cropped from the original and is shown as natural color in Fig.
2.4a. Due to the slanted angles, sloped faces of the red roof receive different solar
illuminations, resulting in distinct shading effects. Here it is assumed that this
whole rooftop consists of a single material, ignoring small structures (e.g., two
dark unresolvable objects on east face). Thus it is expected that data points of
the rooftop should be collinear with respect to the origin in a multidimensional
space. Four ground truth regions of interest (ROIs) are selected such that each
region represents a unique illuminating condition, which are illustrated in Fig.
2.4b. The image data in RGB color space within these ROIs before and after the
DOS processing are depicted in Fig. 2.5. Note that the original radiance is always larger than the adjusted radiance due to the positive contribution of the
upwelled radiance. Mathematically, two separate straight lines passing through
the origin are then fitted to two image data sets in a least-squared sense. As plotted in the same figure, the solid line denotes the fitted line for original data while
the dashed line is fitted to post-DOS data. Brighter lines on the green-blue plane
are the projections of the fitted lines. It is obvious to see that the adjusted radi30
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: (a) WorldView-2 pan-sharpened natural color image (12/10/2009) of downtown
Rome, Italy showing a rooftop with four facial orientations, leading to different shading appearances. Colored pixels represent corresponding ground truth ROIs for data collinearity test. (image
courtesy of DigitalGlobe) (b) shows labeled ground truth of a rooftop and each color represents one
side of the roof.
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Figure 2.5: Collinearity test of the image data before and after DOS. The colors of the data points
correspond to ROIs in Fig. 2.4b. The marks ’+’ and ’.’ denote the original and adjusted radiance
data respectively. The data points in RGB space are also projected onto the green-blue plane. R2 is
0.69 for the post-DOS data and 0.20 for the original data. The dark pixel spectrum extracted from
WorldView-2 image scene is shown as the inset.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Detection of roof and road/parking lot. (a) GeoEye-1 pan-sharpened natural color
image (06/04/2010) of a typical urban scene in southeast Rome, Italy, with a color composition
of bands 3, 2 and 1. Yellow cross and green diamond indicate positions of selected reference pixel
points for roofs and roads, respectively. (image courtesy of GeoEye) (b) labeled ground truth: red
denotes rooftop and blue denotes roads/parking lots.

ance data preserve much better collinearity than the original data, with R2 values
- 0.69 for post-DOS data and 0.20 for original data. The proposed radiometric
conversion is justified because the collinearity of the radiance data with respect
to the origin of a homogeneous material is greatly improved after DOS and the
radiance data have been calibrated.

2.4.2

Spectral Similarity Measures Comparison

Referring to Fig. 2.6a, a 484×484 cropped portion of a GeoEye-1 pan-sharpened
ToA radiance image is used to demonstrate the applicability of ATD and evaluate
its performance compared with other spectral similarity measures. There are two
reasons why this particular scene is chosen: this is a typical urban scene covering
various types of objects such as buildings, paved roads, parking lots, trees, lawns,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 2.7: For the GeoEye image, color-coded spectral similarity scores given by five spectral
similarity measures with respect to the red pitched rooftops. Negative values of SCM are truncated
to zeros and then subtracted from 1. (a) SAM. (b) SID. (c) 1-max(0,SCM). (d) ED. (e) ATD(3).
(f) ATD(5). (g) ATD(7). (h) ATD(9).
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vehicles, etc.; on the other hand, within-class spectral variations for rooftops and
roads/parking lots are visible. Two important applications of spectral similarity
measures in urban scenes, detection of buildings and detection of roads/parking
lots, will be examined for this scene.
About a dozen of building complexes with reddish rooftops are the objectives
that we would like to separate from irrelevant objects and background clutter for
purpose of, say, image segmentation. The reference vector is acquired by averaging over a few representative pixels on a typical red rooftop (see Fig. 2.6a). As
shown in Fig. 2.7, warm color and cool color represent high or low spectral similarity scores respectively. (n.b., the scores of each spectral similarity are scaled if
possible to help a better visualization.) All reddish roofs are expected to be rendered as dark blue, because low spectral similarity score indicates high spectral
resemblance. In this case, this type of roofing is assumed to be uniform. All similarity measures yield somewhat anticipated outputs. Referring to Figs. 2.7a to
2.7c, SAM, SID, and SCM all produce strong spectral separation between targets
and background with high local contrast, while ATD measures have weaker contrast between foreground and background. ED misses partial rooftops in some
reddish-brown buildings due to the shading issue. As a whole, those measures
that exclusively extract spectral direction perform best.
The GeoEye-1 image is used again to find spectrally similar pixels with respect
to paved roads and connected parking lots. Referring to the green diamonds labeled in Fig. 2.6a, the reference vector is acquired by averaging over four representative pixels on paved roads. Here all road pixels are expected to appear as
dark blue with other pixels having warmer colors. Referring to Figs. 2.8f and
2.8g, ATD(5) and ATD(7) both give reasonably good separation such that major
roads, as well as residential roads, are assigned low scores while vegetation appears red or yellow, and other types of roofs are blue, but brighter. As w becomes
larger and larger, see Figs. 2.8d (w = 1) to 2.8h (w = 9), ATD gives a weaker and
weaker contrast between roads and rooftops (e.g., flat gray and white rooftops),
but a better separation from vegetation (e.g., trees and lawns). Apparently paved
roads and gray or white rooftops have similar spectral profiles, meaning after
35
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 2.8: For the GeoEye image, color-coded spectral similarity scores given by five spectral
similarity measures with respect to the roads. Negative values of SCM are truncated to zeros and
then subtracted from 1. (a) SAM. (b) SID. (c) 1-max(0,SCM). (d) ED. (e) ATD(3). (f) ATD(5).
(g) ATD(7). (h) ATD(9).
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Figure 2.9: ROC curves for roof detection.

brightness normalization their spectra bear a strong resemblance. Consequently,
the grayish roofing close to the right side of Fig. 2.6a is almost indiscernible from
roads for ATD(9), see Fig. 2.8h, as well as SAM (Fig. 2.8a) and SID (Fig. 2.8b).
SCM yields an unsatisfactory result since severe spectral confusions arise.
Next, given each spectral similarity measure, we threshold its score and generate a ROC curve against the ground truth data of either roof or road/parking
lot (Fig. 2.6b). ROC curves of the detection of both urban objects for all spectral similarity measures are plotted in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, respectively, and the
corresponding area under curve (AUC) values are illustrated in Fig. 2.11. SAM,
SID, and SCM all produce very high AUCs in roof detection, while their performances deteriorate in segmenting roads and parking lots, which verifies previous
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Figure 2.11: AUC chart for roof and road detection.
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visual inspection. This is because the pixel intensity differences of red rooftops
are caused by non-uniform illumination and can be compensated by brightness
normalization. However the spectral heterogeneity of roads/parking lots is not
caused by scene geometries, but rather distinct materials. Missing spectral magnitude knowledge weakens the separability of these measures. ATD(5) produces
slightly lower AUC value in roof detection but higher AUC value in road detection because both spectral direction and magnitude are taken into account in a
balanced manner. ATD has peak AUC values at w = 3 for roof detection and
w = 7 for road detection, which can also be verified by ROC curves (see green
curve in Fig. 2.9 and blue dashed curve in Fig. 2.10). There is always a balance
to strike between competing goals like separating spectrally similar objects, either in terms of spectral direction or spectral magnitude. In this scene, w = 5 is
optimal for detecting roofs and roads/parking lots simultaneously.
In conclusion, SAM and SID have similar performance in measuring similarity due to the common magnitude normalization process. SCM was not very
powerful in consistently detecting urban structures. ED is one of the most commonly adopted spectral similarity measures. It is, however, unable to utilize the
spectral direction information. ATD has a good balance of performance with sufficient flexibility and can be adapted to complex scenes at a low computational
cost of a few trial-and-error tests for selecting the optimal parameter w. ATD
yields satisfactory results such that non-uniform illumination of the same object
is compensated and truly spectrally different objects are separated. Based on the
ROC curve analysis, the optimal w value generally falls between 2 and 7.
Although the selection of w is not strictly scene-dependent, we envision that a
user would do a few trials to determine the optimal value of w for a given scene
and given application. However, an optimal solution of w may be difficult to find
if the class data do not distribute along the direction of reference.
With regard to the computational time, all spectral similarity measures run
fairly fast on the test image, (see Table 2.1). The tests were conducted using Matlab on a PC with a 2.67GHz CPU. Since the spectral similarity measurements
work on a per-pixel basis, parallel computing can be easily deployed without
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SAM
Fig. 2.7
29
Fig. 2.8
30

SID
93
90

SCM
44
44

ED
8
8

ATD(7)
42
46

Table 2.1: Computational time in millisecond (averaged over 10 runs).

extra cost, simply by partitioning the image.

2.5

Conclusions

A modified dark object subtraction method using deeply shadowed areas common to urban scenes is employed to simplify radiometric conversion and reinforce the collinearity of image data with respect to the origin in multidimensional
spectral space and thus account for the illumination effect. Even though it might
not be optimal for detection of road class that typically does not have the same
pavement material, DOS is necessary for rooftop that is processed with identical material. Commonly used single spectral similarity measures may not perform well at differentiating objects with similar spectral profiles, because they
work on either spectral direction or magnitude, but not both. Though hybrid
measures combining multiple measures are possible, they also inherit drawbacks
from combined single measures. Our spectral similarity measure, ATD, is designed to behave similar to MD and to naturally and adaptively exploit relatively
complete information. An examination of ROC curve results indicates that ATD
is capable of evaluating spectral similarity in high-resolution urban scenes. The
promising results demonstrate that ATD can provide a consistently reliable measurement of the spectral similarity in urban scenes. Future work involves assessment of its application to more complicated scenes and methods for integrating
ATD with image segmentation techniques and other practical applications.
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Chapter 3
Road Feature Generation
The road extraction system workflow is redrawn in Fig. 3.1 to highlight the feature extraction stage of our proposed map conflation and road extraction system.
This chapter will cover those bounded building blocks in the upper portion of the
workflow. Two independent data sources, namely a geo-referenced multispectral
image and a digital road map, are fed into the proposed system along separate
vertical paths, and the generated road features will be applied in a road extraction
stage in Chapter 4.
An efficient and robust pan-sharpening algorithm, so called NNDiffuse, is
introduced and applied in Section 3.1 as an optional preprocessing step. Along
the left path in Fig. 3.1, the original or pan-sharpened multispectral image is used
to generate a binary road mask, which reveals the unique image road features
and will be discussed in Section 3.2. The binary road mask is then used to create
a curvilinear structure response image and will be covered in Section 3.3.
Along the right path in Fig. 3.1, based on the image geographical projection
metadata, the road map is registered to the image intrinsic coordinate system and
becomes a vectorized road network. For the sake of convenience of image processing, the vector road map is further rasterized to match the regular image grid.
This step will be discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, this chapter is summarized in
Section 3.5.
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Feature Generation
Multispectral
Imagery

Digital Road
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Binary Road Mask

Vector Road
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Curvilinear
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Point
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Conﬂated Road
Network

Road Pixel Mask

Road Extraction

Figure 3.1: System workflow for road feature extraction. Feature generation stage is focused on in
this chapter. Related road features are extracted from the multispectral image and corresponding
road map through the steps enclosed in the bounding box.
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3.1

Multispectral Image Pan-sharpening

Remotely sensed imagery is often delivered as an image pair, a high-resolution
panchromatic image and a low-resolution multispectral image, because the onboard spectrometer must maintain a larger pixel size to be consistent with the
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) of the panchromatic sensor. The purpose of pan-sharpening
is to produce a fused high-resolution multispectral image from the original image pair. For example, Landsat-8 OLI has eight 30-meter resolution multispectral bands and one 15-meter resolution panchromatic band. [63] Pan-sharpening
will yield eight 15-meter resolution multispectral bands. This step is not explicitly listed in the workflow but sometimes it is desired to use a pan-sharpened
multispectral image to resolve roadways better, rather than the original lowerresolution multispectral image.
Many pan-sharpening algorithms have been proposed over the past decades,
but among them, the three most popular ones have different restrictions: the
Gram-Schmidt method is efficient but cannot produce consistent high-quality fusion results; and the gMMSE method [64] and UNB sharpening method [65] are
both proprietary. To provide an alternative solution, a novel nearest neighbor
diffusion (NNDiffuse) based pan-sharpening algorithm which uses the per pixel
spectrum and generates a resolution-enhanced multispectral image using a common linear mixture model is summarized below. The details of this algorithm are
found in Sun et al. [3].
We use a typical image pair as an example to illustrate our algorithm. This image pair comprises of a full-size single-band panchromatic image and a quartersize multi-band multispectral image. The difference factors Nj ( x, y) estimate the
similarities of the pixel of interest ( x, y) on a finer grid to its nine superpixels
(u, v) on a coarser quadruple grid by comparing a summation of absolute difference. Nj ( x, y) from neighboring superpixels are acquired for each pixel from the
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Figure 3.2: Zoning illustration for fusion algorithm. Blue pixel represents the pixel of interest
( x, y) and gray pixels are those pixels in the fusion zone Ω j . Image adapted from [3].

panchromatic image at the original resolution and are calculated from
Nj ( x, y) =

∑

| P( x, y) − P( p, q)|,

j = 1, 2, ...9,

(3.1)

( p,q)∈Ω j ( x,y)

where P (·, ·) represents the intensity value at any give pixel location in the panchromatic image, Ω j ( x, y) defines the diffusion region for each of the nine neighboring
superpixels as shown in Fig. 3.2, and ( p, q) represents any pixel within Ω j . It is
then possible to generate the fused spectrum F based on the idea of anisotropic
diffusion [66] as
F( x, y) =

1
k ( x, y)

9

∑ exp[−

j =1

Nj ( x, y)
k ( x, y) − ( xu,v , yu,v )| x,y,j k
]
×
exp
[−
]M(u, v; x, y, j),
σ2
σs2

(3.2)
where M(u, v; x, y, j) is the pixel spectrum of each neighboring superpixel (u, v)
corresponding to pixel ( x, y) and j is in accordance with diffusion regions illus44
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trated in Fig. 3.2. ( xu,v , yu,v ) is the center pixel location of each of the nine neighboring superpixels (u, v). σ and σs are intensity (range) and spatial smoothness
factors that control the sensitivity of the diffusion. Eq. 3.2 relates diffusion factors
to a multiplication of intensity similarity and spatial closeness. Inside the summaN ( x,y)
tion, exp[− j σ2 ] gives a similarity measurement between ( x, y) and its neighk( x,y)−( xu,v ,yu,v )|

k

x,y,j
boring superpixels, while exp[−
] represents spatial proximity
σs2
of ( x, y) to the center of the neighboring superpixels. k ( x, y) is a normalization
factor calculated as

k ( x, y) =

∑9j=1 exp[−

Nj ( x,y)
k( x,y)−( xu,v ,yu,v )| x,y,j k
] × exp[−
]M(u, v; x, y, j) × T
σ2
σs2

P( x, y)

,

(3.3)
where T is a spectral band photometric calibration vector. It is used to normalize
the spectra values so as to make sure that panchromatic band is compatible with
the linear combination of multispectral bands. T can also be obtained from the
sensor spectral radiance responses [67], but that is not always available.
Fig. 3.3 shows the pan-sharpening products of two image pairs, which will
be used in Chapter 4 to demonstrate the performance of our proposed road extraction system. The spatial details and spectral integrity are faithfully preserved
in the resultant fused image, which has fine spatial resolution and rich spectral
response inherited from panchromatic and multispectral images, respectively.

3.2

Binary Road Mask Generation

The first step for image-based road extraction is to properly identify all possible
road pixels within a given multispectral image, which could be either the original or pan-sharpened using NNDiffuse. This idenfication does not need to be
very precise but it is desirable to include as many candidate road-like pixels as
possible. Road likeness is defined as being spectrally or geometrically similar
to road samples or templates. Extracted candidate pixels comprise a binary road
mask (BRM) with all road-like pixels labeled.
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Figure 3.3: Pan-sharpening of two image pairs. From top to bottom: original multispectral
images, panchromatic images, pan-sharpened images. Images details can be found as the 3rd
scene in Table 4.1.
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3.2.1

Previous Work

A multitude of methods have been developed to generate a usable BRM for
road extraction. A few examples are cited here. [23] used a supervised histogram learning technique to classify on-road/off-road pixels. [21] applied a spatial length-width contextual measure to generate candidate road pixels by setting
thresholds for ED, length, and width, which is actually a combination of spectral
and spatial features. [15] applied flood filling by jointly using SAM and ED to determine connected asphalt pixels, but their approach cannot extract isolated road
regions where no seed point is present. These approaches are not as straightforward as our proposed scheme, which will be described below and has comparable outcomes as the above methods.

3.2.2

Binarized NDVI

One fully automated way to derive a BRM for geographic regions with a vegetated landscape is to compute a binarized NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index) [68] image so as to to mask out vegetated areas. Here NDVI is defined
as the normalized intensity difference between near infrared (NIR) band and red
band:
NDVI ( x ) =

NIR ( x ) − red ( x )
,
NIR ( x ) + red ( x )

(3.4)

where x is one of the image pixels. In addition to its original applications of
identifying vegetation and assessing its health, NDVI has proved its effectiveness
in masking out vegetated area in road network extraction [21, 69, 70, 71]. A BRM
is generated by thresholding NDVI image at τNDVI according to the following
rule:
(
b

BRM ( x ) ≡ NDVI ( x ) =
47

1 NDVI ( x ) < τNDVI
,
−1 NDVI ( x ) ≥ τNDVI

(3.5)
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where b represents binarization operator. Road pixels included in the binary
mask have the value of 1; rest of the pixels are intentionally mapped to -1 for
preparation of the following steps of curvilinear structure detection (Section 3.2)
and junction matching (Section 4.1.1).
Obviously, other image objects such as buildings, parking lots, soils, bare
rocks, and water bodies are also included in the BRM, which may add to confusion for road separation. To be more specific, despite its applicability to many
scenes, binary NDVI is not ideal with images covering the following two scenarios:
1. no vegetation exists along two sides of the road,
2. a dense residential area where the entire road surfaces are barely visible
due to tree canopy occlusion and a row of adjacent house complexes immediately along the road are next to each other.
In the first case the roads are completely inseparable from the background, while
in the second case adjacent rooftops may be included in the BRM and, worse still,
they are likely to look more like road surfaces than the real roads (see Fig. 4.20 for
an example). Due to the limitations of binary NDVI, a more generic binary mask
generation method will be presented next to mitigate the problem.

3.2.3

Spectral Grouping

To characterize the spectral signatures of the roads in a remotely sensed image,
we need to come up with a measure to quantify the spectral variation of road surfaces. This spectral grouping approach is applied instead when the binary NDVI
approach is not applicable. A few road pixel samples representing different types
and characteristics of road pavements are manually collected from the multispectral image, whether the original or pan-sharpened version. The required number
of collected pixels depends on the possible spectral variability of road surfaces,
whose materials in an urban setting are primarily asphalt and concrete. More
sample pixels are needed if a scene contains very diverse road surfaces.
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With weathering and use to varying degrees, roads surfaces paved with the
same material may look different over time. In practice, the spectral change
would be either brightened, darkened, or even smeared. In some cases, the pavement color (or spectrum) may change as well. To account for these appearance
changes, when comparing similar road pixels, variations of both spectral magnitude (brightness) and spectral direction (color) should be taken into account.
The spectral similarity measure ATD [72, 73] that was introduced in Chapter 2 is
particularly suited for spectral comparison of urban objects with some spectral
variations and is defined as:

ATD (x, y) = (x − y)T Σ−1 (x − y) ,

(3.6)

where x is the target pixel spectrum to be compared and y is the reference pixel
spectrum. This measure is similar to Mahalanobis distance (MD) but its covariance matrix Σ is tunable and is defined as:


Σ = I + w2 − 1 yyT / kyk2 ,

(3.7)

where I is an identity matrix and w is a shape parameter controlling the measure sensitivity to the change of spectral magnitude or spectral direction. Each
one of the pixel samples, yi , i = 1, 2, · · · , N, where N is the number of collected
sample pixels, serves as a unique reference spectrum. Note here DOS is not required because the spectral variation among road pavements are not due to varied illumination conditions, but rather different materials. The spectral similarity
measurements of all image pixel spectra are compared against each individual
reference spectrum and are then thresholded to yield separate binary masks. The
process is carried out for each yi and combined together:
BRM ( x ) = ATDb (x, y1 ) | ATDb (x, y2 ) | · · · | ATDb (x, y N ) ,

(3.8)

where b represents binarization operator, and | represents OR operator. The final
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BRM is generated with a selected ATD shape parameter w and threshold value
τATD . The resultant BRM contains only those pixels spectrally similar to either
one of these N collected sample pixels. The masked-out (zero-value) pixels in the
BRM are then remapped to -1 for the convenience of subsequent processing.
One of the advantages of using ATD as the spectral similarity measure is that
in practice only τATD needs to be pre-specified, since the selection of w is not
critical and can be determined beforehand from a constrained range (empirical
value ranges from 3 to 7). However, two threshold values τSAM and τED need
to be determined in [15] and the assignments are not intuitive because they are
different physical quantities, i.e., angle vs. distance. Additionally, ATD can be
freely tuned by adjusting w according to varying scene content, while SAM+ED
can only approximate this behavior by changing threshold values. Moreover, if
compared with single spectral similarity measures, capturing spectral changes in
magnitude and direction gives a more robust result than focusing only on either
aspect of SAM or ED. Another benefit is that if some road segments are not included in the BRM due to missing sampling or scene expansion, simply adding
one sample pixel on that lost road segment would suffice to address the problem.
Finally, ATD provides a human-in-the-loop action but only requires minimum
sampling effort. As long as a multispectral image is available, spectral grouping
using ATD is straightforward to implement and is sufficiently accurate and robust for BRM generation. It is possible to use RGB images for this method, but
lack of NIR band may weaken the spectral separability between vegetation and
roads.
Examples of applying ATD to two real images (Fig. 3.3) are shown in Figs.
3.4 and 3.5, respectively. It has been found that (w, τATD ) = (5, 50) is a good
combination to yield consistent and acceptable BRMs. Note that the images are
captured by WorldView-2 sensor and has 11-bit dynamic range (0 - 2047). Comparisons of spectral gouping using ATD vs. combined SAM and ED are shown
in Figs. 3.4e, 3.5e, and 3.6, respectively. ATD yields comparable, if not better,
results. It is preferable of choosing ATD in spectral grouping to generate a BRM.
Further, one of its parameter w can be readily determined since BRM does not
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(a)
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Figure 3.4: BRM of the 1st image tile with varying ATD parameter w and thresholding value
τATD . (a) w = 3, τATD = 30. (b) w = 3, τATD = 50. (c) w = 3, τATD = 70. (d) w = 5,
τATD = 30. (e) w = 5, τATD = 50. (f) w = 5, τATD = 70. (g) w = 7, τATD = 30. (h) w = 7,
τATD = 50. (i) w = 7, τATD = 70.
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Figure 3.5: BRM of the 2nd image tile with varying ATD parameter w and thresholding value
τATD . (a) w = 3, τATD = 30. (b) w = 3, τATD = 50. (c) w = 3, τATD = 70. (d) w = 5,
τATD = 30. (e) w = 5, τATD = 50. (f) w = 5, τATD = 70. (g) w = 7, τATD = 30. (h) w = 7,
τATD = 50. (i) w = 7, τATD = 70.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: BRMs generated by combing binarized SAM and ED images. τSAM = 0.1 (radian)
and τED = 100. (a) 1st image tile. (b) 2nd image tile.

change significantly as w changes as shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Empirically, the
optimal range of w is from 3 to 7 and w = 5 is chosen as a fixed shape parameter
for all experiments in this dissertation. In this way, basically only τATD should be
changing according to different scenes.

3.2.4

Shadow Pixel Aggregation

It is not uncommon in an urban environment that quite a few road surfaces are
entirely or partially cast by shadows. These road pixels in the shadows, however,
should be included in the BRM by spectral grouping; otherwise the presence of
roads in these areas may become ambiguous. A simple way to exploit the unique
capability of WorldView-2 spectrometer (and potentially WorldView-3) is to compute the shadow pixel index (SPI) using the coastal blue band and the NIR band:
SPI ( x ) =

coastal blue ( x ) − NIR ( x )
.
coastal blue( x ) + NIR ( x )
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Shadow pixel aggregated BRMs. (a) and (b) are derived from Figs. 3.4e and 3.5e,
respectively, with shadow pixels aggregated.

This index takes advantage of the fact that stronger atmospheric scattering occurs
at shorter wavelength and thus shadow pixels will become prominent in an SPI
image. Binary SPI is generated by simple thresholding and is integrated into the
regular BRM. Note that water is also evident in a binarized SPI image but it can
be easily removed by setting a criteria for the region area: if any of the connected
binary regions are larger than a predefined area threshold, it will be identified as
water pixels, rather than road candidate pixels. The resultant binary road mask
or BRM is aggregated as
BRM ( x ) = ATDb ( x ) |SPIb ( x ) ,

(3.10)

where b represents binarization operator and | represents OR operator. Certainly,
images from other sensors could be used, but carefully choosing shadow pixels
as reference road pixels is recommended.
Examples of shadow pixel aggregated BRMs are shown in Fig. 3.7. Note that
many broken roads have been bridged by identified shadowed road pixels. To
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improve the usability of the BRM, morphological opening is also applied to fill in
small holes and breaks. An accurate generation of a BRM is crucial to the performance of the whole system, given that it is the first step of the algorithm pipeline
and the following steps (curvilinear feature extraction and junction matching)
rely upon its quality. Manual inspection of a BRM is advised to make sure its
quality meets the requirements in the following guide. As a general guidance, a
good BRM should embody the following characteristics:
1. a clean outline of road topology,
2. faithful representation of junction shape and road width,
3. a reasonably wide buffer zone between roads and other roadside objects
along them,
4. no large breaks or holes on any single road surface.

3.3

Curvilinear Structure Detection

Among the most fundamental features of a remotely sensed image are linear
structures, since line segments are ubiquitous in many kinds of man-made image objects. An accurate identification of line segments is critical to subsequent
recognition and understanding of higher-level objects. Paved roadways captured
in orthoimagery can be geometrically modeled as long-thin lines or strips with
variable width and orientation. Such feature characterization of roadways makes
a curvilinear structure detector well suited for the extraction of road pixels within
a typical nadir image. The multi-scale strategy of detection adopted in [74] is to
use a set of curvilinear detectors with different widths and orientations to form
a series of filter banks. The BRM is then used to convolve with the filter stack to
obtain a set of curvilinear pixels. One of the detectors takes the form of a long
rectangular shape and is defined as:
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Figure 3.8: Curvilinear structure detection. (a) Multispectral image. (b) Generated BRM from
(a). (c) Maximum projected curvilinear response image. (d) Stack index map of (c). (e) Orientation (in degree) map of (c).
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where x is one of the pixels in the filter bank, ω is the length of the short rectangle
edge and is representative of the road width, θ is an implicit parameter for the
orientation angle, r is the boundary width and is fixed, and l is the length of
the long edge of the rectangle and is proportional to the value of ω; the region
between ω2 and ω2 + r is designed to capture the boundary response so that the
template gives maximum response when correlated with two parallel edges with
road pixels filled in between separated by ω. The generated curvilinear output is
given by convolution:

c ( x; ω, θ ) = BRM ( x ) ∗ f ( x; ω, θ ) ,

(3.12)

where c ( x; ω, θ ) is one of the curvilinear response images given a specific combination of width and orientation. The collection of all response images corresponding to varied filter banks can be imagined as a response image stack with
the number of stack layer equal to the number of all filter banks. Generally, the
largest per-pixel response along the stack layer is computed to obtain a maximum
projected curvilinear response image and an associated stack index map of equal size
to indicate which stack layer, or equivalently filter bank, produces the maximum
response at that specific pixel location. Pixels with higher curvilinear response
values are more likely to belong to the road centerlines. The stack index map is
used to indicate the index of the filter bank generating the maximum response
along the stack layer direction in any one of the pixels. The filter bank is believed
to have a good chance of reconstructing the geometric shape of the road segments
within a neighborhood of the pixel of interest.
An example of curvilinear structure detection is given in Fig. 3.8. The BRM is
generated from a multispectral image and is then used to create the curvilinear
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Maximum projected curvilinear response image. (a) is derived from the BRM in Fig.
3.7a and (b) is derived from the BRM in Fig. 3.7b.

response image as shown in Fig. 3.8c. Though irrelevant linear structures are visible too, road structures are cleanly traced as the local response peaks (brightest
pixels), which effectively approximate the road centerlines. The associated stack
index map and orientation map are byproducts of curvilinear structure detection
and will be used to help extract complete road information.
Another two examples are shown in Fig. 3.9 to further demonstrate the detection performances. These curvilinear response images are created based on the
BRMs in Fig. 3.7. Though the image background is fairly cluttered, those brightest pixels in localized regions again provide good estimates of road centerlines
that will be conducive to road pixel extraction. Curvilinear structure detection
results will be used in the ensuing steps of junction matching, intermediate point
matching, and road pixel mask generation in Chapter 4.
Many linear feature extraction techniques were applied in the past:, e.g., Hough
transform, Radon transform, gradient signature, detections of linear edge [24] or
road boundaries [30]. However, the curvilinear structure detector differentiates
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itself from other linear feature detectors. The extracted image curvilinear features are very informative that they not only delineate road centerlines, but also
provide continuous estimation for width and orientation along the road.

3.4

Vector Road Map Extraction

The growth of online map services, especially OpenStreetMap (OSM) [75], leads
to easy accessibility of map data and booming application development. OSM
(www.openstreetmap.org) is a crowdsourcing project created in 2004 with the
purpose of building a freely available and editable geographic road network
database of the world and meanwhile it is a widely used online free road map
provider. Unlike other geospatial data, there are virtually no restrictions on the
use and application of OSM data. You can use it for any purpose, including commercial activities, without having to pay license fees. [76] The quality of OSM
data has been quantitatively evaluated and is proven to be fairly good, though
vector adjustment might still be needed. [77, 78] Thanks to the collaborative and
continuous efforts from 2-million active global contributors [79], OSM coverage
keeps growing and map quality always improves over time.
The full OSM database and full history dump, in the format of a planet file, are
free for public access. However, the Esrir shapefile format, rather than the original
data format, is preferred because the shapefile is a common standard file type for
representing geospatial vector data and many geospatial processing tools are able
to support, e.g., ArcGIS and QGIS. The OSM data extracts are converted to shapefiles and are categorized by different geographical regions, which are available
online for download in Geofabrik [80]. Normally, shapefiles with the following
classes are provided: buildings, landuse, natural, places, point, railways, roads and
waterways, among which only roads within the cropped area of the corresponding geo-referenced image are used. A road segment is represented in the format
of vectors, or equivalently a combined polyline, which is an efficient way of representing routes on a map. A polyline can have multiple attribute fields, e.g., lat59
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itude, longitude, street name, oneway, speed limit, etc, describing the geographic and
physical information of that road segment. The road vectors within the selected
region of interest are imported and geographic coordinates are transformed to
projective coordinates, as well as image intrinsic coordinates, in accordance with
the projection parameters from the metadata of a geo-referenced image. Aside
from accessing a road network in original vector format, we rasterize it in accordance with the regular image grid so as to facilitate image-based analysis. In this
research, the road type attributes of motorway, primary, secondary, tertiary, residential, motorway_link, primary_link, secondary_link are selected to screen target road
vectors that will be used for map conflation and image road extraction. The generation of geometric templates of road segments using these road vectors and
rasterized road vectors will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Additionally, in order to account for the inconsistency of data representation,
the original road vectors are standardized so that each segment has at least a junction point as one of its two endpoints, where junction point (also known as intersection point or branch point) is defined as a vector point with more than two
connected vertices. In other words, a junction point connects three or more segments together; similarly, an intermediate point is a road vector point that is not a
junction point. Standardization is necessary because it transforms the map data
with different representations into a single framework. An edge linking two connected vertices is called a fragment. Suppose there are n vertices within a segment,
then there are n − 1 fragments in this segment; if there is no intermediate vertex
within a segment, its fragment is equivalent to the segment.

Derived from the OSM data shown in Fig. 3.10a, the road vectors after standardization are shown in Fig. 3.10b and road segments are drawn with varied
colors. Junction points are also labeled as the result of standardization. Referring
to Fig. 3.11b, another standardized vector map is also generated as a comparison
and its corresponding geo-referenced image is shown in Fig. 3.11a for reference.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Vector road map generation. (a) Online OSM map screenshot. (b) Extracted OSM
road vectors. Lines with different colors correspond to different segment. Circles highlight extracted junction points.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Vector road map generation. (a) Geo-referenced multispectral image. (b) OSM road
vectors. Lines with different colors correspond to different segment. Circles highlight extracted
junction points.
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3.5

Summary

In Chapter 3, representative road features from a geo-referenced image and a
digital road map are created as the basis for the ensuing road map conflation
and image-based road extraction. If necessary, a multispectral image is pansharpened by using NNDiffuse to yield a resolution enhanced multispectral image for the purpose of more precise discrimination on road pixels; A binary road
mask is generated from binary NDVI or spectral grouping and is used to create
a corresponding curvilinear structure response image, and altogether will be applied in feature matching, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Road map data
is converted to compatible vector graph and rasterized for image analysis.
The purpose of road feature extraction is to exploit representative features that
can be applied to unambiguously determine the presence and characteristics of
roads in the image. Road features commonly used involve two aspects: spectral and spatial. The spatial road feature is often referred to as road geometry
or shape. Combination of both aspects provides robust and rich road features.
A binary road mask is generated by extracting spectral features from the multispectral image. It also provides critical information regarding the road shape.
A curvilinear response image is created by taking advantage of such spatial features to shed light on the unique road geometries. Road vectors are another form
of spatial features and will be used to create geometric road templates. The road
features generated in this chapter will be passed on to the building blocks within
the lower portion of the algorithm pipeline in Fig. 3.1. Since their qualities (in
terms of feature accuracy and richness) are critical to the success of road network
extraction, those methods to extract these features must be sufficiently robust and
informative if they are to serve our purpose well.
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Chapter 4
Map Conflation and Image-Based
Road Extraction
The road features generated in Chapter 3 will be used in map conflation and road
extraction described in this chapter. System workflow is shown in Fig. 4.1 and its
bounded portion of the road extraction stage will be discussed. Those enclosed
building blocks represent the steps and outputs of automated map conflation and
image-based road extraction. Some further background is provided in Section
4.1. The detailed description of our proposed approach is given in Section 4.2
and experimental results on real image data are presented in Section 4.3. Finally,
this chapter is summarized in Section 4.4.

4.1

Methodology

The basic design of the road extraction system is to make use of multispectral imagery in conjunction with digital road map data. Since a satellite or aerial image
is generally geo-referenced, meaning that it is projected onto a standard cartographic coordinate, e.g., Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), a road map can
be simply geo-registered onto the image plane as long as they share the same
projected coordinate system. However, due to a variety of errors, such as sur63
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Network
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Figure 4.1: System workflow for map conflation and image road extraction. The road extraction
stage is the focus of this chapter. Road features extracted from the previous feature generation
stage are passed into the road extraction stage as indicated by the bounding box.
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vey inaccuracies and topographic relief, the road network vectors usually do not
align with the road centerlines in the geo-referenced image. A nonsystematic correction is often required to align the road vectors with the roads in the images
because the misalignment cannot be compensated by a constant shift. At this
point the conflated road vectors can be leveraged to extract road features from
the image. Here the road extraction result differs from some prior work where
only image road centerlines are extracted. Our approach, however, attempts to
exploit the image to extract not only the road centerline, but also road width and
orientation, connectivity, and even topology. With this all-around road information as output, the road extraction method is more likely to meet the requirements
of real-world applications.
Introducing a road map significantly reduces the detection ambiguities that
arise among techniques that do not use prior road knowledge, though in this
case registration errors must be fixed first. A typical image registration procedure consists of four basic steps: feature detection, feature matching, mapping
function design, and image transformation and resampling [81]. Image-derived
features usually consist of a set of extracted control points (tie points). If the
control points are geographically referenced, this procedure can further be called
geo-registration. In our research this has been extended to the conflation of heterogeneous geospatial data sources: a geo-referenced image and a geo-referenced
digital road map. Depending on the geodetic accuracy of the data and the ultimate application, either source can be selected as the reference. For example,
[21, 23] use the image as the reference, while [24] uses the road map. Note that in
the former case the last two steps of image registration are usually unnecessary.
Because of the final goal of our research is to extract road pixels, the image is used
as our reference data.
Referring to Fig. 4.1, a brief description of the road extraction stage is as follows:
1. The map-derived vector road network is utilized to construct junction templates for local matching with image features - a BRM and a curvilinear
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response image - to determine the locations and geometries of road junctions in the image. Junction points are then corrected in accordance to the
calculated image locations and intermediate points are partially corrected
based on junction alignment.
2. Junction-corrected intermediate points are further conflated according to
local peaks of curvilinear response image via transversal search.
3. Conflated road network vectors are refined and then used to extract a road
pixel mask.

4.1.1

Junction Matching

Accurate recognition of road junctions in the image ensures intact road connectivity and faithful recovery of the road network. Junctions are often extracted
first since their shapes (3-way, 4-way, or multi-ways) are relatively unique in a
localized region and thus can be robustly identified. Local template matching is
used in [23] to find control point pairs of road network intersections and image
road intersections. A template is generated from vector road data whereas the
junction branch width is directly derived from metadata. However, the metadata may be unavailable, e.g., OpenStreetMap, or unreliable. We propose an improved template matching approach to rectify misaligned junctions and identify
road branch width by comparing a series of junction templates against the BRM.
Junction matching describes the steps taken to find the correspondence between
a map junction and its image junction counterpart.
4.1.1.1

Junction Template Generation

A junction template is created based on junction geometries derived from the
road map and formed by varying combinations of branch widths properly sized
according to the image spatial resolution. Among all shape hypotheses, we want
to find the the most likely junction template that matches best with the image
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Figure 4.2: Creation of a three-way junction template. (a) A BRM overlaid with geo-registered
initial junction vectors to show the misalignment. The shaded area represents the possible road
pavement and is mapped to +1, while elsewhere to -1. The image junction is indicated by O
and the map junction is indicated by O’. (b) A three-way junction template with varied branch
width corresponding to the initial junction vector. O indicates the junction point. Dotted lines
demonstrate the skeleton of the junction. The white region bounded by solid lines indicates positive
area K + used for junction branch matching. The disjoint textured region shows negative areas K −
used for matching with boundary pixels. The branch widths of three branches are w1 , w2 , and w3 ,
respectively. The boundary width is equal to w− on one side and is the same for all branches. L is
equal to the junction range.
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junction. This matching scheme is similar to the multi-scale strategy employed
in curvilinear structure detection (see Section 3.3). Based on the junction vectors
shown in Fig. 4.2a, a 3-way junction template is created as shown in Fig. 4.2b.
Area K + matches with potential road pixels and disjoint areas K − correspond to
pixels do not appear to be road-like. K + is created by expanding each individual
junction branch from the road skeleton vectors to the variable full width w+ ,
where w+ = [w1 , w2 , · · · , w N ]T and N is the number of junction branches. K −
is constructed by expanding an additional fixed amount of w− starting from the
boundary of K + . The general junction filter is defined as:

g ( x; w+ , w− ) =


1



 Area(K+ )

1
− Area1(K− )
2


0

x ∈ K + (w+ )
x ∈ K − ( w− ) ,

(4.1)

otherwise

where x is one of the filter pixels. Area(K + ) is the area of K + and is approximately equal to ΣiN wi × L, where L is the junction range. Area (K − ) is the total
area of disjoint K − and is approximately 2ΣiN w− × L. The approximation is made
because junction branches have mutual overlaps in the vicinity of the junction
point O. In practice, Area(·) is counted as the total number of pixels. By varying
w+ and fixing w− , a filter stack encompassing all possible filter banks is generated, which will then be used to match with a locally cropped BRM. Note this
filter (Eq. 4.1) is zero-mean and normalized, which means the matching response
across different filters can be fairly compared. This is necessary since we need to
determine the most likely template among the whole filter stack.
A real example is given in Fig. 4.3a. The original 3-way junction vectors are
overlaid on the image by geo-registration and its misalignment with the image
road centerlines is evident. The template filter stack derived from the map junction vectors is shown in Fig. 4.4. Each junction template within the stack is generated by rasterizing junction vectors and morphologically dilating road branches
with varied widths. Note that in order to reduce the overhead of creating a large
number of redundant filter banks, aligned road branches are reasonably assumed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3: (a) Cropped junction area of RGB image in Fig. 4.13a. (b) Binary NDVI image of
(a) with darkened vegetated areas. (c) Curvilinear structure response image of (a). Brighter pixels
indicate stronger response to curvilinear structures. Initial road vectors represented by dashed
lines are overlaid on all three images to show the misalignment relative to image road centerlines.

to share identical width. The template filter stack is inclusive of a range of map
junction templates that could match with the counterpart image junction based
on knowledge of pixel GSD and expected physical road widths.
4.1.1.2

Local Template Matching

The simple idea of template matching is to find first the single junction template
matches best with the image junction and second the image position where the
best match occurs. The matching process on the BRM shown in Fig. 4.2a is graphically illustrated in Fig. 4.5. It is easy to see that Fig. 4.5(c) gives the best (exact) match case and the image junction location and shape are readily identified.
Cross-correlation is adopted as the matching criterion and is given by
c ( x; w+ , w− ) = f ( x ) ? g ( x; w+ , w− ) ,

(4.2)

where ? represents correlation operation. c ( x; w+ , w− ) is the cross-correlation
map for junction matching given one set of combinations of branch width w+
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Figure 4.4: A template filter stack comprising of 16 filter banks. Brighter area corresponds to K +
and darker area corresponds to K − . The square symbol indicates the junction point location. Stack
index is displayed in each corresponding subfigure. Note that the two vertical branches have the
same width since they are assumed aligned. Hence there are equivalently two unique branches,
and the total number of filter bank combinations, or stack layers, is 16 (= 24 ), given that the
number of possible width option of 4, 6, 8, and 10 pixels, which corresponds to physical width
ranging from 8 to 20 meters.
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(d)
Figure 4.5: Illustration of local template matching. Shaded area represents the possible road
pavement; blue area represents the K + area of matching junction template and the surrounding
K − areas have been ignored. From (a) to (c), the template move right and the best match is
identified as the graph with perfect match in (c). (d) demonstrates the effect of varied branch
width; the template shown is not a good match because it does not fit the image junction as well
as the template in (c) does.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Maximum projected cross-correlation using BRM. (b) Corresponding stack index
map of (a). The square indicates the map center and the circle indicates the found location of best
match, in this case the maximum correlation coefficient.

and f ( x ) is the locally cropped BRM. Similar to curvilinear structure extraction,
a cross-correlation stack is generated using the junction filter stack. This crosscorrelation stack is then projected along its layer direction to yield a maximum
projected cross-correlation map and an associated stack index map. By locating the
largest correlation value the image junction location can be determined. Further
making a query to the accompanied stack index map retrieves the template that
matches best with the image junction and thus defining the widths of the road
branches.
Given that the misalignment of vector-to-image geo-registration is generally
not very large and is upper bounded, it is unnecessary to search the entire BRM
for a possible match. Local template matching within an expanded neighborhood
of initial image location of the map junction is sufficient and advised for the sake
of computational efficiency and algorithm robustness. More beneficially, since
one-to-one matching is almost guaranteed within a local region, no feature correspondence matching is necessary, which otherwise was used in [21, 28]. The local
search range is normally set to be equal to the largest possible misalignment of
map junction and image junction pairs.
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An example of local template stack matching applied on the BRM in Fig. 4.3b
to align the map junction is shown in Fig. 4.6. The maximum projected crosscorrelation along the stack layer is shown in Fig. 4.6a and the associated stack
index map is shown in Fig. 4.6b. The pixel distance between the position of
best match (circle) and the search center (square) is assigned as the correction to
be imposed on the target junction. The best match position corresponds to the
location of the image junction and search center is the initially registered location
of the map junction. It can subsequently be inferred from the stack index map that
the filter stack index is 4, which means the 4th filter bank (K + of that template)
of the filter stack shown in Fig. 4.4 bears the most resemblance to the image
junction. This can also be verified by referring to Fig. 4.3a. Not only the image
junction location is identified (so is the correction amount of the map junction),
but its shape is also retrieved in this integrated step.
4.1.1.3

Robustness Enhancement

Since quite a few roadside buildings and parking lots are spectrally similar to the
road segments, the non-road pixels may be heavily mixed in a BRM, adding potential confusion to locating image junctions. To address this problem, a complementary matching scheme is applied on a maximum projected curvilinear structure response image, which also gives an estimate of the image junction by matching linear structures of its branches. The spatial filter or template is constructed
with only one width option by setting w+ as a constant value of 3 pixels for all
branches and setting w− equal 0 such that
(
g ( x; w+ = 3, w− = 0) =

1
Area(K + )

x ∈ K + (w+ )

0

otherwise

.

(4.3)

A buffer size of 3 pixels is selected to account for presumably small shape discrepancy between the map junction and the corresponding image junction. The
curvilinear response intensities within K + are summed in a template matching
operation using Eq. 4.1. Note that this filter is no longer zero-mean but is still
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Template correlate with curvilinear response image. (b) Cross-correlation map
using curvilinear response image. Square indicates the map center and circle indicates the location
of the best match. For the sake of fair comparison, the intensity range is scaled to be consistent
with that of Fig. 4.6a.

normalized. It is worth mentioning that the curvilinear structure detector does
not respond reliably in the vicinity of a junction since the junction does not conform to the long-thin rectangular shape hypothesis. To enhance the robustness of
the junction matching, both the BRM and the curvilinear response image are utilized in junction matching. The map junction correction is determined jointly by
comparing the maximum correlation responses generated by both input images
and using the offset position corresponding to the one with larger correlation
value.
The template used to match with curvilinear response image (Fig. 4.3c) is
shown in in Fig. 4.7a. All three branches have the same width of 3 pixels and
there is no K − area in this template. Similarly, in Fig. 4.7b the maximum position
is circled in cross-correlation map generated by correlating the junction template
with the curvilinear response image. Since the maximum correlation value by
using the BRM is larger than that using the curvilinear response image, the image
junction point is then determined by the former.
Moreover, validity checks are imposed for all potential junction pairs to make
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sure only those computed correction offsets whose confidence levels are high
enough are kept. Two validity rules are set: a strong correlation value and a
small relative offset compared with nearby junctions. If either rule is broken, the
junction point correction will be invalidated and will be later interpolated based
on those that pass the validity test. This check is of great importance to achieve
reliable road extraction, because the correction amounts of those junction points
that fail the validity check are likely to be erroneous. Should possibly inaccurate corrections be accepted, these errors would be passed onto the next step and
deteriorate the detection performance.

4.1.2

Intermediate Point Matching

Junction matching step conflates all map junctions to corresponding image junction locations. In the following step, the techniques used for conflation of remaining intermediate points will be described next.
4.1.2.1

Junction Correction

Aligned junction points essentially serve as control points for map conflation. Intermediate point corrections can be assigned by interpolation based on already
corrected junction points. The correction amount assigned to an intermediate
point normally moves its corresponding road segment closer to the image road
centerline. This procedure is called junction correction and is analogues to rubbersheeting transform for vector-to-imagery conflation in [21, 23] and thin-platespline transform for imagery-to-vector conflation in [24], which also rely on control points correspondences. However, neither the above transforms nor the junction correction complete the road map conflation, because residual errors remain.
Junction correction is demonstrated using interchange ramps as shown in Fig.
4.8a. Referring to Fig. 4.8b, the connected local response peaks of curvilinear
structures approximately delineate road centerlines. However, the initial road
segments are off the centerlines by some varying amount and a translational cor75
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Figure 4.8: Map conflation. (a) Cropped RGB image from Fig. 4.16a overlaid with initial road
segments. (b) Curvilinear structure response image overlaid with initial road segments. (c) Curvilinear structure response image overlaid with junction-corrected road segments. (d) Curvilinear
structure response image overlaid with conflated road segments. Brighter pixels in curvilinear response image are more likely to belong to the curvilinear structures. Corresponding binary NDVI
image is thresholded at τNDVI = 0.25.

rection is not sufficient. Note road segment #3 even overlaps the road surface corresponding to segment #4. Fortunately, junction-corrected road segments based
on already conflated junction points (not shown in the figure) shift the initial segments towards their image centerlines as shown in Fig. 4.8c. Junction correction,
however, is not uniform. For example, segment #4 is so close to corresponding
local curvilinear peaks that only minor adjustment is needed. On the other hand,
although segment #3 is much closer to its correct position than before, it still requires further correction.

4.1.2.2

Transversal Search

The junction correction step moves road vectors closer to the image road centerlines but local adjustments of intermediate points are still needed (see Fig. 4.8c).
Local template matching is not possible for intermediate point correction because
templates generated from these connected vertices lack local geometrical uniqueness, unlike a typical junction. Fortunately, curvilinear structures afford a fairly
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Figure 4.9: Intermediate point matching by transversal searches in a curvilinear structure response image. The searches are conducted along the dashed lines perpendicular to the directions of
road vectors. Brighter area has a stronger probability of the presences of linear structures. Hollow
points represent geo-registered original road vector points; solid points represent densified vector
points based on original vector points on two ends; red points indicate the matched position of the
transversal search of the selected intermediate point.

good estimate of the road centerlines in the image and can help to rectify map
intermediate points.
Referring to Fig. 4.9, by conducting a local transversal search along the direction
perpendicular to the road vectors in a maximum projected curvilinear response
image, the correction amount of a junction-corrected intermediate point is computed as the pixel distance relative to the curvilinear pixel with local response
peak along the search line, given that the connected local peaks correspond to the
sought image road centerlines. The benefit of this lateral operation is to reduce
a 2-D search into a localized search along a 1-D direction. A subsequent query
can be made to the stack index map of curvilinear response at the matched local peak to retrieve a width estimation of that road segment portion. Similar to
the junction matching, intermediate point conflation and road width retrieval are
also naturally integrated: the geometry (orientation) and the width of image road
segments are extracted simultaneously.
The prior step of junction correction is always desired because it reduces the
effective search range and mitigates the confusion caused by multiple profile
peaks along a search line due to the proximity of several road segments. If the
transversal search is conducted in Fig. 4.8b, segment #3 is very likely to conflate to
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the wrong road. In addition, a long-range search must be performed because this
road segment is quite far from the corresponding peak response pixels. Upon
completion of junction correction and transversal search, the conflated road segments successfully align with the road centerlines (response peaks) as shown in
Fig. 4.8d. Note lack of the median barrier (e.g., vegetation) spectrally dissimilar
to the road pavement in between to separate opposite ways of the interchange
ramp results in merged response peaks of curvilinear detection. That ramp does
not generate two parallel peaks, but a single profile peak that looks just like they
are generated from a single wider road. Consequently, road segments are partially merged for #1 and #2, as well as #2 and #3, though the attributes of the
individual road segment are preserved.

4.1.2.3

Robustness Enhancement

Validity checks are imposed on every match point to minimize false matches due
to a weak curvilinear response or nearby spurious linear structures. Only if 1)
the curvilinear response magnitude is larger than a predefined threshold, 2) the
curvilinear orientation is compatible with that of the connected road fragments
up to a tolerant angle, and 3) the offsets relative to the adjacent points are below
a predefined threshold, then the match with that found curvilinear pixel is accepted. Through validity checks many intermediate points are left unassigned,
which will be interpolated based on nearby points with valid corrections. And in
this way, severe occlusions are naturally handled in our system workflow.
When the curvilinear responses within the search ranges of a number of vertices happen to be very weak due to severe occlusions, too many vertices are
left with invalidated corrections. To overcome the difficulty, segment vertices are
densified along fragments at a predefined interval to increase the odds of finding
valid matches. Densified road vectors are represented by solid points in Fig. 4.9.
Provided that some added points, together with the original vertices, produce
valid matches, the remaining points with invalid corrections in the same segment
can be interpolated with a higher confidence. Moreover, in some extreme but
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Figure 4.10: Hough transform. The parameter ρ0 represents the algebraic distance between the
line and the origin, while θ0 is the angle of the vector from the origin to this closest point. A line
represented by (ρ0 , θ0 ) is transformed into a point (ρ0 , θ0 ) in Hough space.

not necessarily rare cases, when no valid match can be found for all intermediate points within a segment, the final conflated road segment will be equivalent
to the junction-corrected segment and its width will be conservatively assigned
with the minimum road width.

4.1.3

Road Network Refinement

In practice, many connected road segments are actually aligned and form a longer
straight line. Nevertheless, intermediate point matching based on densified points
tends to wiggle an originally straight road. In a refinement step, aligned road
segments are stipulated to be collinear. First, each individual road fragment is
transformed to Hough space and becomes a feature point as illustrated in Fig.
4.10 [82]. Fully automated mean-shift clustering [83] is adopted to find all possibly aligned fragments either across different segments or within a same segment.
An example is given in Fig. 4.11 to show the transform and clustering of aligned
road fragments. However, many parallel road segments, which are close to each
other but not necessarily connected, are also grouped in clusters. A connectivity
check of road fragments is conducted to screen out both connected and aligned
road fragments. Finally, least-square linear fitting is employed on grouped frag79
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Figure 4.11: Mean-shift clustering of aligned road fragments. (a) Vector road network. Different
colors represent different road segments. Black points represent junction points and the colored
points represent intermediate points. (b) Hough space representation of the road fragments in (a).
Different symbols correspond to different road segments. Each cluster of symbols with the same
color represents the candidates of aligned road fragments.
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1
2
3
4

Size (pixel)
1033×2048
2048×2048
4040×4200
2798×3300

Image Type
Multispectral
Multispectral
Pan-sharp
Multispectral

GSD
2m
2m
0.5m
2m

Location
Henrietta, NY
Rochester, NY
Salvador, Brazil
Rome, Italy

Date
Jun 2010
Sept 2010
Dec 2009
Jun 2010

Sensor
WorldView-2
WorldView-2
WorldView-2
GeoEye-1

Table 4.1: Data sheet of test image scenes.

ments and the image locations of the vector points are updated accordingly. This
step concludes the conflation of vector road map to geo-referenced imagery and
yields the extracted image road centerlines.

4.1.4

Image Road Extraction

The output of the previous step is the conflated road segments that are equivalent
to extracted image road centerlines. Most other road extraction approaches stop
there. Our proposed system has an additional step to fully extract knowledge of
roads in the image. Inherited from the road map, connectivity and topology are
preserved in the process of map conflation. This is advantageous in reconstructing an accurate image road network based on the embedded width data. Derived
from the shape of both the curvilinear and junction filter templates, road width
can be recovered by making queries to filter stack index maps and retrieving corresponding widths specified as ω in Eq. 3.11 or w+ in Eq. 4.1. Aligned segments
or a single segment are believed to have the consistent width, thus they are enforced to have the same width to avoid the unwanted road width variation. The
final output is a binarized road pixel mask generated by rasterization of conflated
road vectors with an associated width in pixels that is derived during the map
conflation process.
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Figure 4.12: The first image scene shows an suburban area in Henrietta, NY. Two cropped tiles
are indicated by yellow boxes.

4.2

Experimental Results & Discussion

Our approach is tested on four image scenes, whose details can be found in Table
4.1. Images are captured either by WorldView-2 or GeoEye-1 sensors, which are
capable of delivering image data with sub-meter resolution and broad spectral
bands from the visible to NIR. Two image tiles are cropped from each scene with
the size of 400×400 each for multispectral or 1600×1600 each for pan-sharpened.
In total there are eight image square tiles, each of which contains scene content
that is either typical or challenging for road extraction endeavors. To save the
computational time, physical road width is sampled at a few integer values: 8,
12, 16, and 20 (meter), which correspond to the pixel road width ranging from 4
to 10 with the interval of 2 if the GSD is 2 meters.

4.2.1

Image Scene 1

As shown in Fig. 4.12, the first scene covers the suburban area of Henrietta, NY.
The number of junctions with valid corrections is 36 out of 43 total junctions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13: 1st tile from the 1st scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments (green)
overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose offsets are
interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road segments
(blue).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.14: Image road mask of the 1st tile in the 1st scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask.
(b) shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels
represent the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false
negatives.

Figure 4.15: RGB image of the 1st tile in the 1st scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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The 1st tile displays several typical junctions and road segments with different
width as shown in Fig. 4.13a. The initial road network geo-registered to the
image deviate from image road centerlines by a varying amount. The BRM of the
1st tile shown in Fig. 4.13c is automatically generated by thresholding the NDVI
image (τNDVI = 0.25) generated from the multispectral image. In this image tile, a
4-way junction and four 3-way junctions are successfully translated to the image
junction points as shown as green solid circles in Fig. 4.13b. The intermediate
points also correctly adhere to the corresponding road centerlines. Note that the
near-vertical road segments do not have densified intermediate points. In the
refinement step these aligned segments and fragments are forced to be collinear
with unnecessary points removed. In contrast, other segments are left unchanged
with densified points. The road pixels are overlaid with the extracted road mask
as shown in Fig. 4.15. Road position and width are captured reasonably well.
The road segments connecting the 4-way junction are significantly wider than
the other roads. Note that the width of left branch of this 4-way junction is not
precisely characterized because the width values within a segment are forced to
be consistent to avoid excessive width fluctuation.
The 2nd tile in this scene is shown in Fig. 4.16a. It covers the challenging situation of a highway interchange and its multiple ramps with different curvatures.
Road segments are spatially adjacent to or interweaved with each other and the
displacement of the roads is relatively large and inconsistent. The matching steps
will be briefly reiterated here. First, ramp junction points with valid correction
offsets are moved to the updated positions as shown with solid circles in Fig.
4.16b. The hollow circles indicate the junction points whose corrections are invalidated due to the validity checks. Their image positions are assigned by 2-D
linear interpolation. Next, intermediate points are tentatively moved based on
the positions of validated junction points. Ideally, junction-corrected road segments approach the road centerlines as long as the alignments of junctions are
accurate. Vector road segments are satisfactorily conflated to the image road centerlines. Even though there are many curved segments, the curvilinear detector
is able to extract their smooth structures because a segment with low-to-medium
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.16: The 2nd tile from the 1st scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments
(green) overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose
offsets are interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road
segments (blue).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.17: Image road mask of the 2nd tile in 1st scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask. (b)
shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels represent
the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are those that are false positives. Blue pixels are those
that are false negatives.

Figure 4.18: RGB image of the 2nd tile in the 1st scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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curvature can be effectively approximated as piecewise connected straight lines.
The road pixel mask shown in Fig. 4.18 covers the full width of road surface as
expected.

4.2.2

Image Scene 2

The second multispectral scene covers a residential area on the east side of Greater
Rochester International Airport as shown in Fig. 4.19. Due to the presence of significant tree canopy occlusion, the BRMs (Figs. 4.20c and 4.23c) is created by
spectral grouping using ATD, rather than from a binary NDVI, based on manually sampling 7 road pixels. The number of junctions with valid corrections is 68
out of 225 junctions.
The first tile is displayed in Fig. 4.20a. It is chosen to test the robustness of
our algorithm when the road surfaces are heavily occluded by tree canopies. The
original vector road network is well registered to the image. In this situation,
the ideal action would be no action. However, our algorithm cannot be as confident as a human operator, since many road surfaces can be barely seen from
above. This poses a big challenge for any existing road extraction approach and
can be verified in Fig. 4.20b where most of the junctions are observed to not have
valid correction offsets. Only four of them have strong correlation responses in
this tile from against either the BRM or the curvilinear response image and are
identified as solid circles. These four junctions, along with other junctions with
valid corrections that are beyond the tile scope, are used to determine the correction amounts of the rest junctions whose offsets are left unassigned. This strategy
preserves the original map topology and suppresses the false positive rate. The
design philosophy is that only those junctions with high confidence are corrected
and used as control points so that error will not accumulate and propagate along
the algorithm pipeline. Similarly, the step of intermediate point matching also
finds many points with invalidated corrections after the validity checks. Another
difficulty with this tile occurs with the road width estimation. Most junctions
and intermediate points do not have valid corrections and the width estimations
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Figure 4.19: The second image scene shows an area near Greater Rochester International Airport.
Two cropped tiles are indicated by yellow boxes. Green pluses represent the selected road sample
pixel used with spectral grouping.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.20: The 1st tile from the 2nd scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments
(green) overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose
offsets are interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road
segments (blue).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.21: Image road mask of the 1st tile in the 2nd scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask.
(b) shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels
represent the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false
negatives.

Figure 4.22: RGB image of the 1st tile in the 2nd scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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of the road segments are determined by many fewer points, or none, that pass
the validity checks. Hence the width estimates tend to be less accurate given
insufficient credible leads.
The second tile displays a similar residential area as the first one with a highway passing by and is shown in Fig. 4.23a. As shown in Fig. 4.23b some junctions (hollow circles) are left unassigned with corrections, which are later interpolated by nearby junctions indicated by solid circles. Though the accuracy of
geo-registration is already acceptable, there are a few road segments that require
minor adjustments. There is also an incompletely labeled road pavement around
the upper-right corner of the image tile shown in Fig. 4.25. The fact that not the
entire pavement is labeled is because there is a patch of yellowish lane marker in
the middle of that road causing a long hole in binary road map and in turn generates two parallel linear structures. The conflated road segment then deviates
from the center and gives an inaccurate width estimation.

4.2.3

Image Scene 3

This image scene focuses on an coastal area in Salvador, Brazil and it has been
pan-sharpened to enhance the resolution as shown in Fig. 4.26. This scene poses
great challenges for road extraction in an automatic manner. Road pavement
materials are diverse and road surfaces are occluded by vehicles, shadows, or
buildings. It is highly unlikely that a good extraction outcome can be achieved
if no additional road information is exploited, even if supervised learning is attempted. The number of junctions with valid corrections is 213 out of 332. The
BRM of the whole scene is again created from spectral grouping using ATD by
manually selecting 9 sample pixels. Special attention must be paid in binary mask
generation. Many road pixels are cast by shadows and they should be included
in the binary set, otherwise these road segments would be impossible to recover
in ensuing processing. According to Eq. 3.9, shadow pixels are identified and
aggregated to complement the BRM.
The 1st tile shows a dense urban region with little vegetation and many build92
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.23: The 2nd tile from the 2nd scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments
(green) overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose
offsets are interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road
segments (blue).
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4.24: Image road mask of the 2nd tile in the 2nd scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask.
(b) shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels
represent the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false
negatives.

Figure 4.25: RGB image of the 2nd tile in the 2nd scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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Figure 4.26: The third image scene shows a coastal area in Salvador, Brazil. Two cropped tiles are
indicated by yellow boxes. Green pluses represent the nine selected road sample pixels used with
spectral grouping.
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(d)

Figure 4.27: The 1st tile from the 3rd scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments (green)
overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate
junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose offsets are
interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road segments
(blue).
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4.28: Image road mask of 1st tile in the 3rd scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask. (b)
shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels represent
the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false negatives.

Figure 4.29: RGB image of the 1st tile in the 3rd scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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ing rooftops spectrally similar to the roads. The original road network is close
to, but not precisely aligned with the road centerlines as shown in Fig. 4.27a.
There are many undetermined junction points (hollow circles) highlighted in Fig.
4.27b, which confirms the scene complexity. However, the method is successful
and conflated roads lie exactly on the road centerlines. Some noticeable corrections are made to the road segments indicated by the arrows. The road segment
indicated by one arrow fits well in the shadowed road and that indicated by another arrow becomes rounder and matches better with the corresponding road
features. The extracted road pixel mask is compared with the ground truth as
shown in Fig. 4.28. Also referring to Fig. 4.29, the width accuracy is fairly good
for most road segments.
The 2nd tile displays a less densely developed urban site, with many tall
buildings casting shadows on the roads. The method makes changes to many
of the original road segments. Some corrections made to the segments are indicated by the arrows in Fig.4.30b. Junction in shadow can be located by means of
interpolation. The shadowed road segments are also entirely recovered and the
road connectivity is preserved. The extracted road pixel mask again matches well
with the image roads as shown in Fig. 4.32.

4.2.4

Image Scene 4

The fourth image scene covers a large geographical area of Rome, Italy as shown
in Fig. 4.33. Two image tiles are selected to demonstrate the performances of our
algorithm on a dense urban area (the 1st tile) and a hilly rural area (the 2nd tile).
Spectral grouping using ATD is the way to generate the BRMs for both tiles.
The 1st tile presents a very busy urban scene (Fig. 4.34) and the overlaid road
vectors are obviously misaligned with the image. Again conflation works as desired and as shown in Fig. 4.36 the extracted road network is quite complete and
accurate. Referring to Fig. 4.37, the corrections imposed on the 2nd tile are relatively minor and curved road segments are conflated successfully. The final road
pixel mask is shown in Fig. 4.39.
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Figure 4.30: The 2nd tile from the 3rd scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments
(green) overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose
offsets are interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road
segments (blue).
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Figure 4.31: Image road mask of the 2nd tile in the 3rd scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask.
(b) shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels
represent the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false
negatives.

Figure 4.32: RGB image of the 2nd tile in the 3rd scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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Figure 4.33: The fourth image scene shows a combined urban and rural area near Rome, Italy.
Two cropped tiles are indicated by yellow boxes. Green pluses represent the five selected road
sample pixels used with spectral grouping.
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(d)

Figure 4.34: The 1st tile from the 4th image scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments
(green) overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose
offsets are interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road
segments (blue).
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Figure 4.35: Image road mask of the 1st tile in the 4th scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask.
(b) shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels
represent the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false
negatives.

Figure 4.36: RGB image of the 1st tile in the 4th scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.37: The 2nd tile from the 4th image scene. (a) RGB image tile with initial road segments (green) overlaid. (b) RGB image tile with conflated road segments (green) overlaid. Solid
circles indicate junction points with valid offsets and hollow circles indicate junction points whose
offsets are interpolated. (c) BRM overlaid with initial road segments (blue). (d) Maximum projected curvilinear response image overlaid with conflated road segments (green) and initial road
segments (blue).
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Figure 4.38: Image road mask of the 2nd tile in the 4th scene. (a) shows the extracted road mask.
(b) shows the ground truth road mask. (c) shows the comparison of (a) and (b). White pixels
represent the pixels that are true positives. Red pixels are false positives. Blue pixels are false
negatives.

Figure 4.39: RGB image of the 2nd tile in the 4th scene with road pixels labeled in magenta.
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4.2.5

Discussion

Large and diverse image data sets are tested using our proposed algorithm pipleline. To quantitatively evaluate the overall performance of the system workflow,
two common measures are applied to assess the accuracies of both image road
extraction and vector road conflation. Precision and recall are used to evaluate
the system performance and are defined as:
Precision =

TP
,
TP + FP

(4.4)

and
TP
,
(4.5)
TP + FN
respectively, where TP represents true positive, FP represents false positive, and
FN represents false negative.
Recall =

Ground truth of image road pixels is generated by first extracting the road
skeletons using QGIS tools and then expanding the skeletons with the manually
determined width for each segment. Based on the ground truth, both precision
and recall are computed to assess the detection performance. Moreover, 3-pixel
(full width) buffer zone is created based on ground truth vector road so as to assess the conflation correctness. The former measure is a more rigorous evaluation
criterion since no buffer zone is allowed in comparison. The ground truth road
pixel masks and the extracted road masks for all eight image tiles in four scenes
are shown for performance comparisons in Figs. 4.14, 4.17, 4.21, 4.24, 4.28, 4.31,
4.35, and 4.38, respectively.
The proposed approach works well on several challenging scenes and has
been shown to generate road extraction accuracy as high as 91.32% and 92.58%
for precision and recall, respectively. Conflation correctness is up to 94.93%. The
accuracy statistics are summarized in Table 4.2. Though the recall percentages
of the 2nd scene are below 80%, the high conflation accuracy still holds. Likewise, for the 3rd and 4th scenes, which are very challenging for road extraction
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Scene-Tile
1-1
1-2
2-1
2-2
3-1
3-2
4-1
4-2

Road Extraction
Precision Recall
86.92%
78.49%
72.66%
91.32%
78.87%
72.42%
72.57%
76.46%

92.58%
87.51%
73.21%
78.57%
83.54%
78.96%
80.94%
77.21%

Conflation
Correctness
94.93%
80.37%
87.21%
92.84%
89.70%
88.24%
88.21%
85.45%

Table 4.2: Accuracy statistics on the test image scenes.

algorithms, the road extraction accuracies range from 72% to 84%. The conflation
correctness, however, is still above 85% for both scenes, which clearly justifies the
effectiveness of our algorithm pipeline. In addition, to the best of our knowledge
there is no published approach that has been ever attempted on any scenes as
complex as the 3rd scene. Therefore the performance of our extraction system
appears to support its robustness.
In this section, we quantitatively tested our approach on eight representative
image tiles encountered in urban and rural road extraction. Though the performance is quite satisfactory in the above demonstration, a few algorithm issues
require further investigation. For example, road width or orientation estimation
is sometimes not very accurate because the roadside objects may obscure some
portions of the lanes, in which case the extracted road features may not be able
to convey the real road characteristics. Double parallel roads close to each other
tend to merge into a single lane after conflation. Imposing minimum lateral distance on conflation of parallel roads could ensure that they remain separate.
Our algorithm only requires localized operations in a neighborhood region
and thus can be easily parallelized on partitioned image tiles to boost computation. Its scalability assures its possible extension to work efficiently on very large
scale images. Our system can also be readily adapted to imagery-to-vector conflation by using pairs of image junctions and map junctions with valid alignments
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as control point pairs and applying thin-plate-spline transform on the image.

4.3

Summary

The road extraction stage of the system workflow is presented in this chapter. Our
approach includes both image-based road extraction and road map conflation
analysis in a combined multi-step process. It utilizes road features extracted from
the previous stage to automatically conflate a vector road map to a geo-referenced
multispectral image and simultaneously extract road pixels from that image.
The proposed approach for road extraction using a road map is generic since
OpenStreetMap vector road data is globally and readily available and also free
of charge and usage restriction. More importantly, its map quality improves and
coverage grows over time, which makes it valuable prior data for image-based
road extraction. Due to the persistent mis-registration between image and map
data, map conflation is carried to align road vectors with road centerlines in the
image. Junction templates derived from rasterized road segments are matched
with both an image-derived binary road mask and a curvilinear response image
to conflate junction points. Next, the intermediate point matching step effectively
conflates the vector road network based on junction-corrected road segments and
image curvilinear structures, within which width and orientation estimations are
also embedded and can be obtained to recover the piecewise width of road segments. A road pixel mask is finally created with complete road knowledge centerline, width, connectivity, and topology. Our approach was tested on some
large and diverse image data sets and was verified for its effectiveness and robustness in achieving a minimum of 80% conflation correctness and 70% road
extraction accuracy on some extremely challenging scenes that have not been attempted in prior work.
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The objective of this research is to: 1) exploit representative road features to confidently determine the presence and characteristics of a road network in an image; 2) based on the extracted road features, develop a vector road map to raster
imagery conflation algorithm; 3) based on the automatically conflated map, implement the image-based road network extraction.
Chapter 2 presented a novel spectral similarity measure, ATD (anisotropytunable distance), that can be used to differentiate spectral changes in both magnitude and direction in a user adjustable manner. Also a simple radiometric calibration approach was proposed to reinforce data collinearity as a pre-processing
step.
Chapter 3 provided the details of the feature extraction stage of the algorithm
pipeline. NNDiffuse (nearest neighbor diffusion), an efficient pan-sharpening
algorithm, was utilized as an optional step to create a resolution-enhanced multispectral image. Either Binarized NDVI or spectral grouping using ATD was then
used to create a BRM (binary road mask). A curvilinear structure response image
was also generated to provide unique linear road features. Finally, vector and
rasterized road maps were created as the sources of geometric road features.
Chapter 4 elaborated the road extraction stage of the algorithm pipeline. Road
features were used to conflate road junctions and intermediate points. The con109
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flated road network aided in road pixel extraction from a multispectral image.
The whole system was tested on a set of challenging, large-scale, and diverse
image scenes and its performance was verified to be fairly accurate and robust.
Our proposed approach is capable of conflating a misaligned road map to a
geo-referenced multispectral image and extracting road pixels from that image in
an integral system. The main contributions of our work are listed below:
• A system workflow that seamless integrates the tasks of image-based road
network extraction and automated vector road to raster imagery conflation.
• A image processing algorithm pipeline dedicated to extract complete knowledge of the road network from a geo-referenced multispectral image, which
involves spectral signature, geographic location, lane width, orientation,
topology, and even possible occlusion.
• A set of informative and robust spectral/spatial road features engineered to
apply hierarchically on complex image scenes.
• A novel spectral similarity measure that flexibly accounts for both changes
of spectral magnitude and direction and is suited for spectral grouping in
road pixel detection in a multispectral image.
Several points are provided here for future research directions:
• Improve the performance of road extraction in complex scenes by introducing more relevant knowledge about road characteristics.
• Optimize junction matching method when the shape of junction vector differs significantly from the image junction.
• Further study could focus on adaptive selection of ATD parameters based
on scene contents.
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